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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area

SEE PAGE 2

HOMECOMING PLANNING COMMITTEE
The Homecoming Planning Committee at Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church reports successful services on Sunday, July 12, 2009. There was Homecoming 2009, celebrating 50 years of Dr.
C. P. Epps in the ministry and the Mortgage Burning. Rev. Dr. C. P. Epps, Pastor, was assisted by
Deacons Willie Campbell, Homecoming Chairperson, and Auguster Montgomery in the Mortgage
Burning Ceremony. The Mortgage Burning Ceremony message was delivered by Rev. C. C. Reaves.
Members of the committee from left, are: Beverly Jerry, Clara Cobb, Deacon Campbell, Lucille
Smith and
ulia Jackson)

Judge Enters PI•
For Bank Fraud

oman Gets Probation
In action Case

SEE PAGE 3

Popular Barber Dies
After Lengthy Illness
SEE PAGE 2

Track Club Wins
National Titles
SEE PAGE 13
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Features

Well Known East
Woman Has suruerv
Without General Anesthesia Tampa Barber Passes
After lengthv Illness

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Mrs. Mary Harvey
Quarles knew that she
needed to have surgery to
remove her gallbladder.
However, at the time she
decided to have the surgery,
she had no idea that she
would earn a place in the
history books because the
surgery was non-traditional.
Instead of having the traditional general anesthesia,
Mrs. Harvey Quarles was
given a epidural and
remained woke during the
process. "It was cool to be
able to talk to the people
~ while they are doing surgery
C on you. But, it was also kind
i:'u.i: ofweird."
c
Mrs. Harvey Quarles is
Z unsure how long the surgery
<( lasted because she eventual~ ly fell asleep. I didn't feel any
~ pain at all. The next thing I
W knew, they were calling my
name and asking if I was
> ready to go to my room. I
was asking if they were going
> to do the surgery and they
told me that it was over. It
cW was
amazing."
w
:I:
The
surgery.:W~s - performed
CJ)
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Dr. Sharona Ross is shown with Ms. Mary Harvey Quarles,
who recently underwent surgery to remove her gallbladder.
The surgery was performed without the use of the traditional
anesthesia. (Photograph provided by Tampa General
Hospital).

on July 16th at Tampa
General Hospital by the
ream of Dr. Sharona
Ross,
Dr.
Alex
Rosemurgy, and Dr.
Devanand Mangar. Dr.
Mangar is an anesthesiologist with Gulf-to-Bay
Anesthesioiogy anci Chief of
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Did You Know That....

Medi~aid Provides Coverage For Denture

Patients,
Surgery In

Annual Relining &
For Your Dentures?
Call And Schedule
Your Appointment Today!!!

(813) 623-1014

Staff at Tampa General
Hospital. Dr. Ross and Dr.
Rosemurgy are both general surgeons from the
University of South Florida.
It is believed that this is the
first single incision gallbladder removal without the use
of general anesthesia.
Instead of fully sedating the
patient, the doctors used an
epidural in the thoracic area.
Epidurals are used for
women delivering babi~s to
reduce the pain during labor,
but are inserted in a different part of the spine .
A housewife, Mrs.
Harvey Quarles, 54, is
married to Charles and is
the mother of five girls. The
couple has 17 grandchildren,
ranging in age from 4 years
to 25 years, and a great
grandson, 11-month-old
Kingston Sincere White.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Mary Dillard.
Mrs. Harvey Quarles
said after the procedure all
she had was a bandage over
her navel. "I woke up looking
for bandages. I've never
experienced anything like
that before. God forbid I
have to have another
surgery, but if I do, this will
be the way I would choose."
She also stated that Dr.
Ross was really good. "I
know that doctors have to .
check on you because that's
part of their job. But she
really cared. She made sure
that I was okay and she
made me feel special."
She also said that she
didn't have the usual discomforts following surgery
and that she asked to get up
and walk. Her estimated
recovery time is eight weeks.

If you really wanted to
know what was going on in
East Tampa, all you need ed
to do was stop by Charlie T's
Barber Shop on the corner of
22nd Street and 21st
Avenue.
The shop's owner,
Charles Turner, Jr.
(Arthur Lewis Turner or
Charlie T.) could usually
be seen sitting just outside
his door on a stool.
After dealing with congestive heart failure over the
past 3 years, Mr. Turner
passed Saturday at a care
center. He was 70.
Mr. Turner came to
Florida from Georgia at a
young age, and began his
career as a barber over 45
years ago, according to his
wife, Betty Myers-Turner.
"He started off cutting hair
for the owner at that time.
The shop was called Dump's
Barber Shop, and when that
owner retired, Charlie T.
took over and it became
Charlie T's."
Mr. Turner's health
problems didn't stop him
from coming to the shop ,
even though he was undergoing dialysis and sometimes could hardly walk.
Before he became a
licensed barber, Mr.
Twner worked at a chemical plant.
"Even then, he cut hair for
his co-workers and friends,"
recalled Mrs. MyersTurner.
"When he got injured and
took a settlement from that
job, he went to barber's
school, got his license, and

CHARLES TURNER, JR.
"CharlieT"

started out at 22nd Street
and 21st Avenue."
Described as a good husband, provider, father, worker, and well respected in the
community, Mrs. Turner
said above all, her husband
was a businessman.
"He loved playing checkers
and dominos, and was a
source of information for
everyone in East Tampa . He
had quite a sense of humor,
and no one ever had a bad
word to say about Charlie
T."
Mr. TU!"ll.er is survived by
his wife, Betty, and four
children.
Jones's Funeral Home in
Sarasota will be in charge of
services, and Aiken's Funeral
Home will be the site of a
wake scheduled for this
Friday from 7 p.m. until 8
p.m.
The funeral will be held at
New Hope M. B. Church,
3002 Ellicott.
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For All Your Seafood Delights, Call In
Your Order To Avoid The Wait!
Now

Thursday- Saturday

Fresh & Smoked Mullet * Trout
. * Sheap Head
Snapper * Sh r1mp
Live Blue Crabs

Spedal Discounts For
Churches, Banquets,
Family Reunions And
Large Orders.
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Judge Aurees·To Plead Guiltv To Bank Fraud
JUDGE THOMAS E. STRINGER, SR.
"Although Judge Stringer made a mistake by
submitting a mortgage application that contained an incorrect statement, there was no loss
in this case. The mortgage loan was repaid in
full and on time. He is remorsefulfor his error
in judgment, but would also like to emphasize
that his conduct does not involve any abuse of
his office as a judge. This isolated incident in no
way detracts from Judge Stringer's distinguished career a5an attorney,judge, and public
servant." Statement from Judge Stringer's
Legal Counsel.

CHRIS'IYYAMANAKA
... Stripper who alleges
j11dge owes her money

Bob Martinez appointed
him as the first Mrican American to serve on the Hillsborough County Circuit Court
Bench. He remained in that capacity until1999, when former
Governor Jeb Bush appointed him to his current position on the 2nd District
Court of Appeal.
Judge Stringer and his
wife have been married for 25
years.
Judge R.ecuses Self
After the new~ of the plea
agreement.became public last
week, U. ·S. ·District Judge
Virginia Hernandez Covington recused herself from
hearing the case. Judge Hernandez CoVington stated
that she had . worked with
Judge Stringer on a regular
basis and that she wouldn't
hear t})e case to avoid the appearance of i_mpropriety.
u~ s. District Judge Elizabeth A. Kovachevich has
been assigne~ .. · the case.
Stringer is scheduled to appear before Judge Mark A.
Pizzo on Atigusf 6th.

the State of:FloJ.jda DROP PwThe U. S. District Court's
learned of her occupation.
gram for mote "than a year
charging document stated,
He stated that the two enwhen Ms. Yamanaka went
"The defendant herein, did
tered into a business partnerpublic with her alfegations.
knowingly and willfully devise
ship to purchase a home in
Allegations lodged against a
Judge StrlDge~:is a graduand attempt to devise a
Hawaii in 2004. He said she
sitting 2nd District Court of
ate of New York University,'
Appeal judge in the spring of
scheme and artifice to obtain
signed a lease and lived with
where --he earned a degree in
monies, funds, credits, and as2008 has resulted in the judge
her husband in the house. He
Mathematics, After serving in
sets owned by and under the
retiring and most recently enalso stated that she paid rent,
· the military,·he entered Stettering into a plea agreement
custody and control of Wells
but declined to state the
son Law School in 1974, and
on a fraud charge. The plea
Fargo Bank, N. A. a federal inamount. The home was the
became the first Mrican Ameragreement involving retired
stitution, by means of materionly business venture the two
ican to graduate from the law
judge, Thomas E. Stringer,
ally false and fraudulent
entered into it.
school.
pretenses, representations,
Sr., was announced late last
In December 2006, Judge
He became a .pioneer in
and promises."
Thursday.
Stringer said the market was
1987, when former Governor
The plea agreement for bank
Last year, Ms. Christy Yaright and it was time to sell the
fraud could result in a maximanaka, a professional striphouse. He said the property
mum sentence of 30 years, and
per, accused Stringer of
was only in his name and that
a fine. However, if the court
. owing her money from the sale
his wife, Mrs. Lillian
:
SUPPORT FLORIDA SENTINEL
accepts the plea agreement, it
of a house the two owned in
Stringer, knew about the inADVERTISERS
appears no jail time is exHawaii. Ms. Yamanaka took
vestment.
pected. However, the U. S. Ather story to a local television
After learning that Ms. Yatorney's Office will seek the
station, where it was broadmanaka had gone public with
amount of the proceeds from
cast. The story was then picked · her
allegations,
Judge
the alleged fraud totaling
up by news media all over the
Stringer stated in a press re$222,362.00.
country.
lease: "A former friend and
The alleged crime took place
Last April, during an interbusiness associate, Christy
when Judge Stringer alleged
view in the office of Attorney
Yamanaka, has made several
that he had not borrowed any
Lansing Scriven, Judge
allegations against me. Among
of the money used for the
·Thomas E. Stringer, Sr.,
other things, these allegations
down payment on a house in
said pending litigation preinvolve the purchase and later
Hawaii when he was reportvented him from providjng
sale of a residential property in
edly using money from a third
much detail about the allegaHawaii. Ms. Yamanaka and
party, a · press release from the
tions. However, he denied
her husband lived in the home
U. s: Attorney's Office stated.
owing Ms. Yamanaka any
. between the time it was pur- ·
Attorney David J. Bogenmoney.
chased and the time it was ·
schutz (who represented the
Judge Stringer said when
sold. Ms; Yamanaka claims
judge during the Judicial Qualthe two met 15 years ago, he
that .I owe her money. I .do
ifications Commission investididn't immediately know that
not."
gation) and John F. Lauro
she worked as a stripper. He
"The normal way t~;> collect
are representing him.
declined to · say when · he ·
money that one thinks is owed
· is to bring legal action. Rather .
than do that, Ms. Yamanaka
has chosen to attack me
through the news media."
"Ms. Yamanaka and I were
· friends f~;>r more than 15 years.
We were involved together in a
real estate investment, of ana'" ·
ture that is typical of investAND";- .;- :····
that friends might .
~~~~CLAVER CATHOLIC SCHOOL · m~nts
pursue together. This investare baWig a bae~ to school Shoe .Giveaway Program for
ment was comparatively small,
Hillsborough County students from ages three to thirteen. We
, and was reported by me as reare asking the eommunity to donate new shoes to~ in our
quired by law. When I refused
ummunlty. If you are unable to go out and purchase a pair of
to
pay her more than she was ·
shoes, a gift card from Target, Walmart or aliy.1hoe store is
owed, she threatened to take
welcomed.
her allegations to the news
St Peter aaver School is having a
media in order to. damage my
.1l-..." ........ll&
reputation," Judge Stringer
and we will give away the shoes
said.
at this event. We are asking you to help us with tbil
He retired in February 2009
event. Please drop ofl'your shoes or gift card to:
after the Florida Judicial Qualifications Commission (JQC)
Sheehy Podiatry Center
released its findings that there
812 W. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
was probable cause to proceed
Suite 101 • Tampa, FL 33603
with forinal charges. Judge
(813) 87~939
Stringer had been enrolled in
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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Fair on August 15, 2009
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hat do you think would have happened if instead
of Harvard scholar, Dr. Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,
being the one who was arrested for breaking into
his own home, it had been outspoken former Harvard
professor, Dr. Cornel West, 1970's "Afro" and all?
Now, that would have been something to see! However,
the recent incident between Dr. Gates and a member of
the Cambridge Massachusetts Police Department has become one of a trillion mosquito-bites tailor-made to nitpick our new president to distraction and to keep the eyes
of an economically depressed nation on the wrong prize.
Well, we're not falling for it and you shouldn't fall for it,
either.
Meanwhile, as it seems Republican diehards and other
vested interest groups are about to stalemate President
Obama'sjp.tiative to provide"Americans with universal
healthcare~ The talk around Washington these days is
more about the President's use of the "S"-word -relating
to the antics of the policeman who arrested Dr. Henry
Louis Gates, Jr. When questioned at a news conference,
President Obama said he thought what the officer did was
stupid. And the horse race was on!
You would have thought he'd given away prize national
secrets. Even a national'police representative went on
record as saying the President owed police officers a
heartfelt apology. As always, President Obama immediately spoke-to the issue. Was it enough? No. For this president, little he says or does, short of walking the Red Sea,
will ever be enough.
However, America should be glad it was President
Obania who gave an opinion, rather than AI Shaprton.
Now, that would have been something to hear!
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Investigate Extremism
In The Milital1
'· ' Now
· - · ·- ·· -- " ~ ---- ··

o, it didn't make front-page news, but we thought
recent actions taken by the Southern Poverty Law
Center (SPLC) in the· interest of ethnic ·and religious minorities was important enopgh to share with our
readers, especially for those of us who have friends and
relatives in the military, and especially because we are located so close to MacDill Air Force Base. We hope you
agree with us.
Calling on Congress to "investigate growing evidence
that racial extremists are infiltrating the U.S. military,"
the SPLC urged law makers to "take steps to ensure that
the armed fo~ are not inadvertently training future domestic terrorists." Department of Homeland Security,
Federal Bureau of Investigation and Department of Defense investigators have all admitted they have evidence
that more than 400 neo-Nazis and other white extremist
groups have infiltrated the military.
SPLC founder, Morris Dees stated, "because the presence of extremists in the armed forces is a serious threat ·
to the American public, Congressional action is warranted." Having found at least 40 personal profiles of men
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n July 16th, Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., was
taken custody was arrested by a Cambridge, Massachusetts police officer. Police
were called to the residence in
response to a possible burglary
after a woman saw a man at- ·
tempting to pry open the back
door.
When police arrived, Gates
was ordered to show identification, but shortly afterwards,
he was arrested for disorderly
conduct. The charge was later
dropped, but the damage had
already been done .
Gates accused Sgt. James
Crowley of walking into his
home without permission. He
said the officer arrested him on
the porch as he attempted to
obtain his name and badge
number.
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.,

0

is a renowned professor at
Harvard University. He is the
Director of the W.E.B. DuBois
Institute for African and
African American · Research.
Gates has also written several
books on race and is the host of
a PBS program entitled,
"African American Lives."
The news of the arrest
spread like wildfire, even
·reaching the ears of President Barack Obama, who
said the officer acted stupidly.
Of course, someone wants to
interpret the comment as
President Obama calling the
officer stupid.
The White House clarified ·
the president's statement. And,
Sgt. Crowley said that an
apology is not forthcoming.
But, President Obama also
made another comment and it
stands on its own without need

'of clarification.
"What I think we know separate and apart from this incide~ is that there's a long
hi · · ry in this country of
.Afitan Americans and Latinos
be"mg stopped by law enforcemJ~t
disproportionately.
That's a fact," President
Obamasaid.
But there are still some people of color who have never experienced racism, so they can't
identify ~th it.
His daughter, Elizabeth
Gates said, her father may
have been "one of the last
Black men on earth who actu. ally believed in the justice system."
I'm sure his opinion has been
altered forever. It seems that
Professor Gates has his first
lesson in Racism 101.

Police-Just Doing His Job.c

rominent · Harvard
Henry
Professor
, Louis Gates, Jr. was
handcuffed, arrested and carried to jail for trying to burglarize his own home.
Professor Gates was seen
putting a shoulder to an apparent stuck door trying to get
into his own home. A lawabiding citizen saw this and
did his job by calling the police.
The police arrived and
found Professor Gates had
broken into his own home and
was inside when the police arrived. After Gates identified
himself and showed I. D., the
police did his job by handcuffing the professor and carrying
him off to jail.
We must remember it is the
job of the police to investigate
a crime. It is also the job of the
police to arrest and take criminals to jail. It is the job of the
police to serve, to protect and
to defend. It is documentE:d
that we are blessed with some
of the finest men and women

P

this earth has to offer, serving
as police officers. I salute
these people.
Unfortunately, we have some
officers who also believe it is
their job to profile Black men.
These officers believe that
there are certain neighborhoods Blacks shouldn't be in.
If they are in certain neighborhoods, they are there to commit a crime.
They believe that they should
not be driving certain kinds of
expensive cars. If they are
caught driving certain kind of
cars, these cars are either
stolen or belong to drug deal. ers.
This is not a knock on the
police department and certainly not on all the good officers on forces around the
country.
It is a fact of life that there ·
are some officers who feel supei ior to Black people and
can't handle the fact that there
are some Black men who
make more money than they
do and can afford the finer

things in life and they can't.
This article is not the first to
accuse some police officers
that do their job, while profiling Black men. Millions of articles and millions of incidents
all over the United States have
spoken to police officers engaging in racial profiling
against Black men.
Sometimes we get angry and
pop off. We do this because we
get tired of being questioned,
stopped, carried through
changes and even get arrested
just because of the color of our
skin.
Police have got to learn that .
not all Black men are .eriminals.
Some of us are good businessmen, .. inventors, educators, entertainers, sports
figures, lottery winners and
many other fegal ventures that
allow us to make a decent liv-'
ing. The officer who arrested
Professor Gates was doing
his job.
The question is, what job
was he doing?

claiming "military" as an occupation on a hate group website- some of whom made comments about "killing sand-n-rs" and hating "undocumented immigrants" -the SPLC continues a 23-year attempt to rid the niilitary of such presence.
Even though the Pentagon has a Zel'O tolerance policy against hate groups, the memory
of recent domestic terrorism continues to concern us.
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In this photo from a public function are Sandra Harris,
Ingrid Scott, and Gwen Livingston.
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Attending a fashion show are Joyce Turner, Sorell DeSorelli,
and Francis Wright.

Attending a banquet in 1969 for Middleton Football players were: Coach Best, Lee Roger Davis,
Alfred Pyles, Ralph Kyles, Freddy Roberts, Lewis Williams, Gregory Griffin, Ronald Walker,
Blair Bergen, Willie Gibson and Coach Dupree.
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Attending a wedding are Kenneth Cox, Cassandra Ennis, and
Whitney Jamison.

Attending a Lily White function were Gail Dunbar, Sharon Williams, Josephine Dunbar, Debra
Stewart, and Georgiann Woods.

All About \'ou
MERLIE (LADY DIP)
It's my girl's birthday and
she's done it again, had you
looking ... Just chill, she will be
back soon.
Happy birthday, Lady Dip.
From, Clarissa

So Unfaithful:

10 wavs To ·creep-Proof' Your. Marriage
Part II
BY CLARENCE BARR, II

2009 Fl Conference If Black
State Legislators Academic
Scholarshp Winners

Garrett Elston, Lysette Ortiz, and Brittany Saffold with State
Rep. Reed;

State Rep. Betty Reed is
pleased to announce the recipients of the 2009 Florida
Conference of Black State
Legislators Academic Scholarship Award. The recipients
are Garrett Elston, Lysette
Ortiz and Brittany Saffold.
Scholarship winners were
.ainong those students recognized during Rep. Reed's
3rd Annual Academic Dinner,
held at Howard W. Blake
High School. Rep. Reed's
dinner honored 41 students

from the District 59 and graduated Class of 2009 that reside in Hillsborough County
and attended public high
schools with six or more college-ievel Advance Placement
(AP) classes.
Rep. Reed extended a special thank you to the Members
of the Florida Conference of
Black State Legislators, the
Hillsborough County School
District and to the Howard W.
Blake High School's Culinary
Department.

They say that the number of
people participating in extramarital affairs is at an all- time
high. I can't say that I necessarily agree with that assessment because nobody was
keeping track of this type of
stuff 200 years·ago.
What I do know is that, in my
short time on this planet, I
have encountered a number of
men and women who could
have cared less about the sanctity of matrimony.
In some cases it didn't matter
how good of a spouse the person had at home. To those individuals, having a 'side piece'
or 'jump-off was just a part of
their lifestyle. But in a majority
of cases, the men and women
who ventured outside of their
marriage were looking for
things they couldn't find in
their own relationship.
And since there is no
one cause or reason that can
justify or explain the rising
popularity of adulterou~ behavior, there is no one 'fix-all'
solution that can keep couples
from being affected.
But even with the deck
stacked against you, there are
still some things that can be
done to keep Jodie or Joanne
from destroying your household.
The following are the top five
of the ten best ways to creepproof your marriage.
5). Make Time For Each
Other - You're an upwardly
mobile woman who places a lot
of emphasis on building a career. Sometimes you're just too
tired for intimacy. That is un·-

derstandable. But if you want
to keep .your marriage tight,
you may want to invest in
some Red Bull or vitamins.
Your husband needs you as
much as your job or your ~hil
dren. Your lack of focus on
your relationship with him
only makes it easier for another female to play the role of
comforter while you keep worrying about your next promotion.
4.) Become Bosom Buddies
As Well As Bed Buddies - If
there is one thing I've learned,
it's that people seem to be
more loyal to their best friends
-, than they are to the person
they walked down the aisle
with. So, here's a suggestion ...
Marry your best friend. I
mean, if you're going to spend
the next so+ years with somebody, wouldn't it make sense
to lock in with the person you
trust the most?
3.) Open Yourself Up- Listen, this is the person you decided to spend the rest of your
life with. All of the sexual
hang-ups you had. as a single
male or female, let them go.
The things you weren't willing
to do before may make all the
difference in keeping your
lover satisfied. Stop being so
rigid. If your wife or husband
wants to experiment, be willing to give it a
Everything
is fair game once those rings
exchange fingers. Besides,
there's an old saying that goes, ·
'What you won't do, another
will.' And don't think once that
your spouse won't try to find
that willing participant.
2.) Stay On Your"A" Game What you did to get her, you
have to continue to keep her.
You hooked her by coming off

try:

as a smooth Prince Charming.
Now that she's the Mrs., don't
turn back into a pumpkin. The
flowers, the sweet talk, the
spontaneous displays of affection in public, keep it up.
Those are the things that had
her telling all of her friends
about you. By letting off the
gas, you allow her to regain her
senses and see you for the
scrub you really are. Keep her
in la-la land and all her
thoughts will be about you.
1.) Marry The Right One The best way to avoid drama,
heartbreak and overall marital
misery is to pick wisely from
the beginning. There is no way
you can't turn a whore into a
housewife unless you plan on
playing the role of a pimp.
More often than not, the signs
are there from the start. But
instead of recognizing the fickleness in prospective mates,
people tend to be temporarily
blinded by either extreme
beauty, wealth or charisma.
They look past obvious flaws
and marry individuals of questionable character because of
superficial qualities that they
feel will increase their own self
worth. It is only after the shine
wears off.that they finally see
the four-legged mongrel
they're really stuck with. By
then, it's too late and they only
·have themselves to blame.
Getting married is easy. Staying happily committed is the
hard part. But like anything
else, the more work and effort
you put into taking care of it,
the longer it will last.
Send comments to:
Clarence Barr, II, 43110018, F. C. I. Bennettsville, P. 0.
.Box 52020, Bennettsville, S.
C., 29512 or email cbarr2@oasisnovels.com.

Geraldine lie Ill'Williams
Wins oratorical Contest

·SentineiBuiietin
·

I>Qbli~hed Ewery 'l~day And Fri~y
2207 F.. 2151 Avenue • ·rampa, FL 3J605
248-1921 Fax: (813) 248·4507 • wu•w.flsentinel.com

ALEXANDRIA, VA-- According to the judges, Geraldine Keke Williams from
New Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church in Tampa, bested
all competitors at the Youth
Oratorical Contest of the National Baptist Deacons Convention in Washington, DC,
Wednesday. Ms. Williams
provided a victory winning
presentation on the topic "The
Path to the True Life of Abun-

'
dance," which
contrasted materialism with a faith-based
lifestyle. Her dissertation was
inspired by biblical scripture
from Matthew 6:33, encouraging her audience to "...seek
first the Kingdom of God and
His righteousness and (abundance) will be added unto
you."
Keke toppled five finalists to .
earn her win. A member of
New Mt. Zion M. B. Church,

Keke .is the daughter of the
late Debra and Fain
Williams. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Geraldine
Twine and the late Deacon
John Twine.
The National Baptist Deacons Convention is an all-volunteer national body of
Christian laymen who provide
a variety of fellowship, educational, and · missionary programs for men, women, and
youths.
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Patel Conservatorv Is Calling Performers For 'Tampa's Got Talent'
Tampa
Bay area
residents
are invited
·. to compete
· for scholarships at the
Patel Conservatory
at
the
Tampa Bay

Performing Arts Center in the
Tampa's Got Talent competition on Sunday, Aug. 2. Full
scholarships for fall classes at
the Patel Conservatory will be
awarded to the top four competitors.
Competitors will be asked to
perform a prepared twominute performance piece in
one or more of the following

categories: voice, dance and
theater. Each will receive constructive
feedback
from
judges, who are Patel Conservatory instructors.
"The Tampa's Got Talent
scholarship competition is an
unprecedented opportunity
for those interested in studying dance, music or theater to
try for a scholarship in any

class we offer in the fall . It's
also a wonderful chance for
these performers to get feedback from professional instructors," said Wendy
Leigh, vice president of education and humanities at
TBPAC. "We truly offer the
best instruction in dance,
voice, music and theater, and
we are delighted to be able to

~

give scholarships to four tal- C
ented performers with poten- ~
tial."
Those interested in com pet- I\)
ing should call 813-222-6453 g
by July 31st to register or for "'
more information. More information about the Patel Conservatory is available at
www. patelconservatory.org.

HURRY IN FOR

Let's Build Something Together"'

SPECIAL VALUES

Prices valid 7/26/09 - 8/2/09 unless otherwise noted.
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YOUR CHOICE

32 Oz. Lysol Toilet Bowl
Cleaner #43967
Pledge Duster Plus
#39010
28 Count Wlndex Wipes
#197615

Details on our poicies and services: Prices rray vary after !V2J1l9 ~there are market variations. "Was• prices in this advertisement were in effect on 7/2.0/09 and may vary based on Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy. See store for
details regarding product warranties. 'Ne reseiVe the right to ~nit quantities. CREDIT FINANCING PROM0110N DETAILS: Applies to any single-receipt, in-store purchase of $299 or more made through 1/31/2010 on a Lowe's
Consumer Cred'rt Card account. No monthly paymerrts will be required and no flllance charges will be assessed on this promotional purchase~ you pay the foUowing in fuU within 6 months: (1) the promotional purchase amount, and
(2) any related optional cred~ insurancelde6t c3ncellation chruges. Hyou do no~ finance chruges wiU be assessed on the promo balance from the date of the purchase and monthly payrrenlS will be required. Regular account tenns
apply to non-promotional purchases. Standard APR is 22.99%. Deli~IJE!IC¥ APR is 26.99%. Minimum finance charQe is $1.00. Existing cardholders should see their credn card agreement for their applicable tenns. Olfer is subject
to credrt approval. Excludes Lowe'se Business Credit Accounts, Lowes Project Can:JS" Accounts and Lowe's Vrsa" !lccounts. While lOwe's strives to be accurate, unintentional errors may occur. We resetVe the right to correct any
ggpfilli~7and promotions apply to US locations only, and are available while supplies last e 2000 by Lowe'se. AU rights reserved. Lowe's'l and the gable design are registered trademarks of LF,LLC. (6497)
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~ Sisters Are Frontrunners To
~ President's Visit To Africa
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Just 2 days before President Barack Obama and his
family visited Ghana's Cape
Coast Castle, a few days ago, 2
Tampa sisters, who now reside
in Houston, Texas, had made
the trip. Their story and that of
the President's was so significant and symbolic that CBS
Evening News, other news
agencies featured the sisters,
with photos. Their Tampa
mom, Mrs. Winona J.
·Hardin, and other relatives
are beaming With joy.
The sisters, Cheryl HardinDuodu, 48, a pediatrician in
Houston, and Wanda Milian, 47, who works for a
Methodist Church, were excited about this trip. For
Hardin-Duodu, this was her
4th trip and the first for her
sister. Hardin-Duodu, who
is married to a Ghanaian engineer she met in tlie U.S., took
her 15-year-old son along for
the first time. She wanted her
son to know what being free
really meant, just as the President wanted to use the trip as
an education experience for his
daughters.
Cape Coast served as the Britain's West Africa headquarters

Wanda Milian and Cheryl Hardin-Duodu on their journey in
Cape Coast Castle. (AP Photo/Todd Pibnan)

for the trans-Atlantic slave
trade. The slave trade ended in
1833 and visitors now go
through those dungeons and
dark areas.
Both sisters believe that if
slavery wasn't a part of their
history, they wouldn't be who
and where they are today.
Mrs. Hardin (mother) is so
proud of her daughters and
their accomplishments. In
shedding light on their accomplishments, she goes back to
their days at Greco Junior
High School and how City
Councilwoman Gwen Miller
and Mrs. Mary Padgett voluntarily took the sisters under
'watch care' while they were

there. They are both graduates
of King High School, former
debutantes and former Golden
Sable girls.
Cheryl moved to Houston to
complete her residency at Baylor College of Medicine and
later decided to make it her
home. Wanda began her service in the ministry at Greater
Mt. Moriah P. B. Church before moving to Houston.
They are the granddaughters
of the late Major Johnson,
Mr. Unice and Mrs. Odessa
E. King, and Rev. Cha:rtie
and Mrs. Sarah Sheppard.
They are the sisters of Ms.
LaDonna Morrison and
Henry L. Hardin, 11 and
aunts to Ms. Kaela Hardin.
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Librarv Gets New Sign
And covered Walkwav
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King High
Graduates Unite
Throughout Year

In th~ photo are com?"ttee members (from left to right):
Cheryl VIck~rs, Darlene VIckers, Sandy Washington, Patsy Ross,
Costella Zeigler, Coretha Singleton, Angelo Fluker Cedric
Fluker, Leroy Zeigler, Donnell Haynes, and Micheal 'Hodges.
(Not shown are Albert Tommy Holton. Also, a special shout out
to Shelton Billups, deceased).
.

On June 20, 2009, a group of
King High School alums got to:gether at Lowry Park for a Family and Friends Picnic.
The purpose of the event was
for everyone to enjoy each
other while they can still cherish the moment with fond
memories.
"Recent deaths have brought
us closer together," said
Cheryl Vickers, one of the
event organizers.
Over 200 attended the picnic
and plans are for the group to
spend a weekend in Orlando
sometime in September. They
also are planning a holiday
party for November or Decem- .
ber.
Some of the events that led
up to the picnic was a gathering
at TGIF's, bowling, laser tag, a
clubhouse gathering, and the

picnic.
Cheryl Vickers said it is
very important they enjoy each
other every chance they get.
"Tomorrow is not promised
to us."
Mike Hodges, who also
helped organize the event, said
they have lost so many close
friends the past 3 years.
"I'm glad Cheryl had the vision and drive to make these
gatherings a reality. As much as
I enjoy embracing old friends
and classmates, I don't think I
should be embracing them at
Aikens, Wilson's, or Ray
Williams all the time.
"A park, bowling alley, happy
hour and other places I prefer
to embrace my friends where
we can smile, laugh and talk,
not cry."
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and new sign for the Robert W.
Saunders Library. Recently,
the request was granted and
the construction is underway.
The walkway will connect the
rear of the library to the historic Booker T. Washington Elementary School. The cost of
the project is $100,000 and
will be complet~d in September.
· ._.
The grou-B s~Jq;.!}le walkway
is needed w~~'U's~the library
conducts events for the students during 'school hours.
·Currently, a fence separates ·
the back of the school from the
library. The students must

Democratic Wo_
men's
Club Meeting Planned
Michael Alexander, who stands at 6'5", stands beside the newly
constructed Robert W. Saunders, Sr., Public Library sign.

walk down Estelle Street and
Nebra;;ka.Avetiue to re~ch th~
library. · '·
Jason Pepe, Principal of

ByMamaah

(813) 977-7818
FREE

· Synthetic Hair
Human Hair Available

I

Ask Us About
Our Smmer
Specials!

We Specialize In All Kinds Of Braids
Address: 10020 N. 30th St. *Tampa, Fl33612
(At Poinsettia Plaza - Behind Busch Gardens

We Accept

Between Annie & Bougalnvilea)

Credit Cards

Washington Elementary, said
the fenced walkway will pro'vide a safer environment for
students to travel between the
two buildings. Since it is covered, the students will still be
able to use it during rainy
weather.
Howard Harris, Vice President of the organization said
the old sign was small ·and
issue to miss. However, his
group . worked on the sign
problem for about four years
before sending a letter to Governor Charlie Crist requesting "the bureaucratic impasse
be resolved," and shortly afterwards, a meeting was held.

·The Hillsborough County
tact Adele Ida Walter, MemDemocratic Women's Club will
bership VP, at (813) 932-6902.
meet at 6 p. m., on Monday,
Interested individuals are in- '
August 3, 2009, at Mimi's Cafe, :, ~-vitE~d to sit in on a meeting. We
North
Dale Mabry.
This
will; be
. ,! ~~?~~. ;~\!i;viduany,, J~~m ! hce1
l·< ti · . . . ,
""
• "" .
fL
a planning meeting for .our Ocmenu.
tober 3 fundraiser at Tampa
The club president is
Palms honoring Phyllis BuBernadette Storck, and our
sansky.
.
Program'\rp is Sheila Ryan.
If interested in joining, con-

1

'.

Tampa Writer's
Alliance To Meet
Tampa Writers Alliance has
its General Meeting on
Wednesday, August 5, 2009,
from 7-9 p.m. at Barnes and
Noble Bookstore in ·carrollwood (11802 N. Dale Mabry
next to Piccidilly Cafeteria).
Program tfb/a.

TWA's President is Michael
Darling (813) 662-1615. Contact Paul DuBose (813) 8852033), treasurer, for dues
information.
Prospective members are welcome to sit in at a meeting or
two prior to joining.
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Mentors For Ministrv Celebrate
During 3rd Annual Praver Breakfast
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Elder Jesse Smalley, Jr. was the speaker at the Mentors For Ministry 3rd Annual Prayer Breakfast held at the Barkesdale Center, behind MacFarland Park.
Cepeda McKay and No Limits aroused the spirits of the guests as they sang original songs from their newly-released CD during praise and worship.
Anointed Praise and All In The Family helped keep the spirits high ·as they ministered ~hrough dance and mime.
This was another successful year for the Mentors as they ministered at the nursing homes, hospitals and churches. The ministry was expanded this year as they took
time to grocery shop and deliver groceries for the elderly.
They have been non-s · '- hey were selected to sing with the .Junior Choir that opened up the NFL Gospel Concert at the Sundome Super Bowl weekend. They sang
at the Heritage Festiva
earwater. Mentors For Ministry also sang at the Clark Sisters' Regional Conference here in Tampa. They sang at the West Central
-~
District Musical COG! ,. 'th Supt. C. U. Sutton.
The·group recently tr ' , led to Palmetto, Bradenton and Arcadia. They are to participate in the 'l )mted Fellowship Conference with Bishop Bellamy in Columbia,
., ~ .. ,.
S.C. Dr. Alafaye Vick:~rs is President.
Mentors For Ministry is a youth outreach ministry comprised of children beginning at the age of 3 and up. The group was started in 2007 under the supE:rvision
of Dr. P. Tucker-Johnson, a member of Christ Community Church, Bishop Philip F. Tucker, Pastor.

The many faces of Mentors For Ministry.

Elder Jesse Smalley, Jr.
was the guest speaker.

All In The Family Mime performed.
Anointed Praise dancers.

Familv Involvement Workshop
Daycare workers from around the city converged on New
Friendship MB Church Daycare Center recently for a Family
Involvement Workshop. There were many interactive a'ctivities
for the workers.to take back to their students. (Photos by Julia
Jackson)
·

Parent, Mrs. Thomas,
attended the workshop.

Ms.. Hardy provided musical
melodies for the-workshop.
.

In Recognition Of Her Relocating To San Diego, California

From left to right, Wanda Kelley, Parent Educator
Instructor; Nelda Goodg~"lles, Program Director, Family
Involvement Connections; Ms. Sarah Colbert, Administrator
at Friendship Daycare Center and Ms. Marshall, Friendship
Daycare Center Director.

Theme: "In The Promise Of Another Tomorrow"

Saturday, August 1, 2009 • 7:00 P.M. ·
Rosalind Freeman of
King's Kids Christian
Academy at the workshop.

Location: 1495 Tampa Parle Plaza (Off Nebraska 4ve., Tempe, FL)

Featured Guest:

The Exciting Gospel Warriors
Of Tampa, Florida

Please Come One, Come A/IIIII "We Will Surley Miss Her!"
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Grace Marv Youth Celebration
Includes Pack-A-Pew oav
Grace may Mary M.B. Church Children and Youth Celebration included a Pack-A-Pew Worship Service on Sunday. On the days leading up to the service there were several
activities, i,n cluding a block party and community health fair. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

Mentors For Ministry members were among the guests during
the Sunday morning service. They are shown with their Youth Director, Dr. Phyllis Tucker Wicks . Members are Cledner Montrey
LeCount, Jeremiah Wicks, Shayla Larry, Lanika Mitchell, Adrian
Johnson, Arthur Casey, Chelsea McGriff, Imani Johnson, Tyheidra Martin, Deedee Flowers, Barissa Ardley and Julia Flowers.

Grace Mary members, Carolyn Upshaw and Thomas Forward,
II.
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Adria Johnson was one of
the youth speakers on Sunday morning.

Daniel and Fredrick Dorsey at the Pack-A-Pew service.

In attendance for the service were Ulysee Gill, George Martineza, Georgette Avant, Chanel McKinnon and Lillie Minor.

Mrs. Anna Wilson Celebrates 90th Birthdav
The family of Mrs. Anna Wilson gathered in the auditorium of the East Chelsea Baptist Church to celebrate her 90th birthday. Grandchildren, great-grandchildren and
great-great-grandchildren were in attendance, along with other family members and friends. (Photos by Sylvester Harris)
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Mrs. Anna Wilson with her sons, from left, Albert Wilson,
Harold Wilson, Booker T. Wilson and Tyrone Wilson.
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Mrs. Anna Wilson has a host of great-grandchildren.

Some of the grandchildren are Jimmie Baker, Eugene Baker,
Vashaun Wilson, Norma Ellison Madelyn Woodard, Bryan
Williams With son, Harold Wilson, jr. and Eric Wilson.

Vendors Arrive 6:30 For Set
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FTR is • non-profit501(c)J organi-
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Mrs. Wilson surrounded b y her grandchildren.

Please Contact
FaRhonda Rob inson At 727 -623-3887 Or
Lady Samantha Brown At 813-770-1138
For Registration Information

zation, vendor booths are tax deductable. The sale will take place in
the church p arking lot with event
parking available across the stroet
In the Sweet Bay Parking Lot
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Bav Area Doctor Resigns After Forwarding
onensive E-Mail About President Obama
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

_- AMA~ARE
This is the e-mailed image
of President Obama forwarded to over 150 people
by David McKalip, M.D. The
caption under the picture
reads: "Obama Care, coming soon to a clinic near
you."

After learning about an offensive e-mail being circulated by a
St. Petersburg doctor, a State
Representative called for his resignation. The doctor resigned his
leadership post and issued an
apology.
Dr. David McKalip, who is
a popular neurosurgeon, is the
president-elect of the Pinellas
County Medical Association and'
a board member of the Florida
Medical Association.
The e-mail depicted President Barack Obama dressed
as a witch doctor as he allegedly
appears in a loin cloth, exotic
headdress with a bone through
his nose and his face painted.
State Rep. Darryl Rouson
said, "I called for his resignation
because to me even if a doctor
does not acknowledge his own
racism, the passing of it to over
150 people certainly allows other

DAVID McKALIP, M.D.
.. .Apologized for forwarding
e-mail and resigned post
racists to take enjoyment and
hide behind it.
"The impression I was trying to
correct by calling for his resignation is the perception that the society he leads would share in his
values.
"There are good doctors and

surgeons in St. Petersburg in the
medical society and in the
Florida Medical Association that
were equally insulted and offended. By asking him to step
down, we hopefully will avoid a
broad brush of attacks of his fellows that they are racists also."
State RepresenJative Rouson is also a practicing attorney
and the former President of the
St. Petersburg Branch of the
NAACP.
Dr. McKalip defended his decision to forward the e-mail.
However, he later announced
that he was stepping down.
_ "That e-mail depicted such an
offensive image, and it was completely inappropriate for me to
thoughtlessly forward it out. A
person in my position, who's try-·
ing to help patients and trying to
do it in organized medicine,
needs to think hard about the
people he's going to hurt when
he sends out images like that."
He apologized and said he was
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taking a year off and a less active
role in the health care reform debate.
The Florida Medical Association issued a statement saying,
"The Florida Medical Association is an organization with zero
tolerance for racist or discriminatory behavior. As such, we do
not condone the circulation of
what has been described by the
press as a racist depiction of
President Obama by David
McKalip, M.D. Dr. McKalip's actions do not in anyway reflect the positions,
attitudes, or culture of the
Florida Medical Association .
"The Florida Medical Association finds his actions disrespectful to President Obama and
the Office of the President. The
Florida Medical Association is
disappointed by Dr. McKalip's
actions and urges Dr. McKalip
to extend President Obama
an apology for his egregious
deed."
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Relav For lite Comminee Rallv
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The American Cancer Society Relay For Life of East Tampa held its Relay For Life Committee Rally last Tuesday at the Good Luck Cafe. Community leaders and supportive ~
friends were invited to get involved in the fight against cancer. (Photography by Brunson)
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In attendance were Michael Dove, Event Chair, American Cancer Society, East Tampa Relay For Life; Natalie Brown, co-owner,
Good Luck Cafe; Janelle Keyes, American Cancer Society Community Represe.n tative; and Timothy Brown, co-owner, Good
Luck Cafe.

Julius D. Davis, sponsorship
chair and Dr. Natasha Goodley
with Barry University, Tampa.

3602 7th Avenue* Tempa, FL
~41-2301 or 247;.3719
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Keys Made

Tammaja Lawson, Ricquitta Lomax and Flossie Lomax at the
Community Rally for the fight against cancer.

Tyrone Walker, Kitona Walker and Helen Turner at the
Relay For Life Rally.

:79¢ And·Up "

Latex Flat White Paint.. ........... $5.99 gal.
Oil Outside White Paint.. ..... ~ ..$14.90 gal
Roller Pan Set.. ................_....... $3.49 ea.
3" Brushes................................. 99¢ ea.
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Do The Right Thing
Turns20

NYC Street Corner
Renamed After
RUN DMC And JMJ

Sherin Probtnu
Jackson Coroner's
Emplovees
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When most AfricanAmerican filmmakers were
trying to make a way out of
no way in Hollywood by
being politically correct,
Spike Lee chalienged the
industry with thought-provoking stories qf Black
America . This June, the
Brooklyn-born director,
screenwriter, producer and
actor will celebrate the 20th
anniversary of his classic
masterpiece "Do the Right
Thing." The film explores
the racial tensions in a multicultural Brooklyn community and how those lives
struggled to coexist in harmony.
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Not only did Lee cast veteran actors such as the late

Ossie Davis and his wife,
Ruby Dee, but he offered
many up-and-comersRosie Perez and Martin
Lawrence-their big-screen
debuts.
To commemorate the
film's 29th anniversary,
Image Nation will host its
sth annual Black History
Month event with the
Performing Arts at Lincoln
Center tonight with a starstudded celebration honoring director Spike Lee in
New York.
For those of you who still
don't get the significance of
"DTRT," ·perhaps America's
President and First Lady
can put it into perspective
for you. "Pres.Barack
Obama told me the first
date he took Michelle to
was [to see] 'Do the Right
Thing,'" Lee shares with
New York magazine. "I
said, Thank God, I made it."
And we thank God Lee's
been doing the right thing.
for the last 20 years:· ·
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Game Is Prepared
For A'Never-Ending'
Banle With Jav-z

THE GAME vs. JAY-Z
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The New York City Council
approved a new bill that will
rename 205th Street and
Hollis Avenue in Hollis,
Queens after the group,
Run-DMC. The popular
corner where Hollis' prodigal son's perfected their
craft will forever be known
as "Run-DMC JMJ (Jam
Master Jay) Way,"
~ Leroy G. Comrie, a
Queens City Councilman
that represents the district
says the renaming of the
street and the brand new
Hollis Famous Burger joint/
museum will "economically
revitalize this particular
neighborhood as a potential
tourism attraction."

KeJisAwarded
SiiO,usal, Child
SuPPon From Nas
be altered. In addition to the ·
monthly support, N as must
also pay $45,000 to cover
Kelis' attorney fees · ~md for a
· forensic accountant.
·· ·
•
· · · Attorney for both parties
were at odds over support for
Kelis' prenatal care: In
'" . papers filed with the court,
Kelis claims Nas "abandoned" her during her pregnancy. A lawyer for Nas,
however, contends his client
paid $3o,ooo in expenses
. toward the birth and maintained her health-insurance
costs.
Kelis and N as have been
embattled in a bitter divorce
dispute since word broke that
the couple would be splitting
in April.
In papers filed in court at
the time, Kelis cited irreconcilable -differences. The couple was married for four year.
)z.,c;•v.$' rtf. #~

····.'
,Just hours after Kelis gave
birth to her first child, son,
Knight Jones, a judge
rel>artedly ordered her
estranged husband, Nas, to
pay her hefty sums in both
spousal and chil.d support.
. Los Angeles Superior Court
judge ruled Thursday (July
23) that Nas must pay Kelis
nearly $44,000 a month in
support. The ruling is temporacy until a follow-up hearing
September 8, when it will be
decided if the amount should

I
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Jay-Z may be the king of
rap, but when it comes to
hip-hop rivalries, Game
claims he's the king of battles.

Taking a br~ak from his
promotional
tour
in
Amsterdam, The Game
spoke with "The Boodah
Brothers Show" on Norfolk,
Virginia's 103 Jamz, responding to Jay's recent radio
interview with the U.K.'s
Tim Westwood.
After countless verses
name-dropping M~. Carter, ,Game engaged Jay-Z in a
full-on battle. The war of
words was ignited when Jay '
mentioned Game's name, :
along with Jim Jones and
Dame Dash, in a freestyle
during the launch of his
Blueprint 3 tour. Game
immediately responded,
going as far as dissing.
Beyonce, questioning Jay's
ability to father children and
attacking the rapper's age.
Speaking out for the first
time, Jay said his verse
wasn't a dis, but couldn't care
less how it's perceived. "If
that's a dis, then wear that,"
Jay told Westwood. "Tell
groupie to get over it."

LOS ANGELES -- Los
Angeles County sheriff's
investigators have begun an
inquiry into whether coro'"
· ner's employees illegally
leaked or sold private information related to the investigation of Michael
Jackson's death.
The department was asked
to conduct the probe by
county supervisors, he said.
On Wednesday the coroner's office said Jackson's
death certificate was
improperly viewed by at
least a half-dozen employees
who had no role in investigating the cause of his
death.
Improper views of the certificate, which is stored in a
state-supervised co~puter
system, is a violation of
internal rules, not any laws,
Harvey said.
·
Within two weeks of the
entertainer's June 25 death,
the certificate had been
viewed more than 300
times, according to Harvey.
Jad:snn Ach·ism· Says
lie Tm·ncd o,·cr S5.5M

LOS ANGELES-- A former financial advisor to
Michael Jackson said
Friday that he was the person who recently turned
over to executors $5.5 million, which had been "a
secret between Michael
and me."
'
Dr. Tohme Tohme
responded to an inquiry
about documents in which
administrators of the estate
said they had recovered $5.5
million and substantial
amounts of personal property from an unnamed former
financial adviser.
"It was not recovered," he
said. "I had the money and I
gave it to them. It .was a
s·ecret between Michael
.. ,
, tJ.! 1•'
J and me.~~
,J.J. ....
He sa1d the money, which
came from recording
residuals, was earmarked by
Jackson for the purchase
of what was to be his "dream
ho~e;, in J;.as Vegas. He said
he was in negotiations for
the .h·o me when Jackson
died. .
'
·.
"He · ~aid; 'Don't tell anyone about this money,"'·
TDhme recalled. "But when
he passed away I told them I
had this money, and I gave
it to them."
He said he also turned
over a large number of items
from Jackson's Neverland
estate that were once
.:Jil .. ~~

'a;,...::t;_Jio:.,~·

•
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MICHAEL JACKSON

scheduled to be auctioned.
When Jackson decided to
call off the auction, Tohme
said he had everything put
into storage. He said he
turned over that personal
property to the executors as
well.
Tohme is the financier
who advised Jackson during the last year and half of
his life and was instrumental in saving Neverland from
foreclosure. He also was a
key figure in negotiating the
contracts for Jackson to do
a series of comeback concerts in. London.
. Attorney John Branca
and music executive John
McClain are serving as
temporary administrators as
spelled out in the King of
Pop's will. The men are finishing several deals that
they expect will generate
"tens of millions of dollars of
· revenues."
They expect to submit
those deals for court
approval within the next
week, the filings state.
The revelations were
included in two motions
' requesting allowances for
Jackson's three children
and
h):s
rp.other,
Katherin~. The petitions
state that JackSon was the
pr1mait s~ilrce 'df hi~o'me '
for his children and his
mother, who receives some
money from Social Security.
Katherine Jackson cur- ·
rently has custo·dy of the
thr:ee childre·n , 12-year-old
Michael Joseph Jr.,
known as Prince Michael;
n-year-old Paris Michael
Katherine Jackson; and
7-year-old Prince Michael
II, known as Blanket. The
children and Jackson's
mother are the only members of Jackson's family
eligible to receive support
from the estate, according to
the court filings.
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Local Sports

local Promoter
Ventures Into
Mixed Manial Ans

From left to right: Run, The Detonator, King Cobra, and
Mike.

Having been a professionAndrew
"The
al boxer, Corey "King
Detonator" Debnar.
Cobra" Felton naturally
"King Cobra said he saw
was interested in staying
Debnar fight, and was
involved in that sport after
immediately interested in
injuries sustained in an
signing him.
accident ended his career.
"He was recently in a fight
Starting out as a trainer,
that turned into a war. It
then later a manger, King
went the distance. That fight
Cobra eventually became a
was against an 8-time
licensed promoter, and
medalist of the Pan
launched an entertainment
AmeriCan Games, Eduardo
company. He also got
de Lima."
involved in Gospel shows,
King Cobra watched his
plays, and other forms of
first MMA fight recently,
entertainment. ·
and said he can't recall
What seems as a natural
when he was so nervous.
progression for him, King
"I didn't know what to
Cobra is now involved in
expect.
My man, The
the hottest new sport today,
Detonator, performed
Mixed Martial Arts.
well, but so did the other
"I studied the sport closely
guys. It's much more brutal
to see what it was all about,
and physical than boxing or
then met and talked with
wrestling."
some of the fighters. I thi.n k
King Cobra said he
it is the fastest growing
hopes to bring an MMA
sport around, and is gaining
event to Tampa iri the near
more and more fans each
future that will feature The
year."
Detonator among others.
With professional boxing
fading in popularity, King
Reporter Leon B.
Cobra felt this would be
Crews can be reached
the perfect time for him ·to -'<- at (813) 248-0724, or eaf!.n,o,u~<fP 1~ha(h~~~ sj.g~f~:('.. mailed at lcews@flsenhis first MMA fighter,
tinel.com.

Subscribe Today!
~

"The Voice of Our Comnzunity
Speaking for Itself'

Call: (813) 248-1921

Matrix Track Club Brings
Home 2National Titles
The Tampa Matrix Club
brought home 2 national
titles after participating at
the AAU National Club
Championships held at
Disney's Wide World of
Sports Complex in Lake
Buena Vista last Friday.
Darrin Gibson set a new
championship record in the
Boo meters. He earned victory in a time of 1:Ps3 .75,
taking u.ver a second off the
record set by Philadelphia's
Wasim Graves in 1998.
Gibson won the Class 2A
Boo meter championship in
the spring.
Gibson also ran the
anchor leg on the Matrix's
4X400 relay team that won a
national title. Gibson and
his teammates, Jordan
Williams (Jesuit), Khirey
McQuay (Armwood), and.
Christopher Watson
(Wharton) were victorious in
the time of 3:18.03.
The Matrix also took 2nd
place in the men's 4X10o
relay as the team of
McQuay, Watson, Frank
Minton (Lakewood) and
Shane McEwen (Wharton)
earned silver in a time of
41.94In Tuesday's qualifying,
Minton tied. Calvin
Smith, II's (presently at the
University of Florida and a
member of the U. S. Olympic
team) championship record
of 10.62 iii the 100 meters,
and · ran in the 4X10o relay,
despite a pulled groin suffered during the 100 meter
final. The injury slowed him
to a time of 11.18 and sixth
place and also forced him to
withdraw from the 200
meters, where he had run
the second fastest time in
qualifying. Smith was
coached by Gary Watson
when he broke the record.
In the girls' competition,
the Matrix's intermediate
girls (15 and 16) 4X400 team
of
Ciara
Hawkins
(Hillsborough) Jasmine
Wright (Tampa Bay Tech),
Tyler Watson (Sligh),
Stevondria
Hardy
(Dowdell) won a bronze
medal in the time of 4:03.72
seconds. Angeline Mills
(Tampa
Bay
Tech),
Khadeejah
Heath
(Freedom), Hawkins and
Watson earned a bronze
medal in the sprint medley
relay.
Hawkins reached the
final of the intermediate Boo
meters, finishing in 8th
place in a time of 2:27.14,
while Stevondria Hardy
took 8th in the 200 meter
dash (25.93).
Other athletes who com-
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Young men's team: Jordan Williams, Khirey McQuay, Chris
Watson, Shane McEwen and Darrin Gibson with Coach
Watson (in rear).
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Sprint medley team: Angelina Mills ; Tyler Watson,
Khadeejah Heath and Ciara Hawkins.

peted for the Matrix were
Tia Stewart, Laurajeane
Harvey,
Marilyn
Hawkins,
Larenz

Johnson (Wiregrass), ~
LilRobert
Wilson, C)
Anthony Hendry and m
Miles Bennett (Jesuit).
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New League Will
Consider Signing Vick

MICHAEL VICK

NEW YORK -- When the
United Football League
debuts in October, Michael
Vick
could be one of its
~
c players.
a:
Michael Huyghue, the
LL
commissione'r of the new
c four-team league, says the
z
< UFL is willing to give Vick a
~ place to play _ provided
c there are no pending legal
en issues. His rights belong to
w
:::;) the Orlando franchise.
t-

"One of the things that is
important in our premiere
season is to showcase the
quality of talent and the
coaches, and to be able to
show outstanding players
who find themselves in this
quagmire tpe NFL creates,"
Huyghue said . "Michael
Vick might be that kind of
player because he is ... a phenomenal talent, but he needs
transitionining back into the
NFL.
"Also gaining as much
widespread exposure for the
league as possible might be
addressed with Michael
Vick."
The UFL will have teams in
Orlando, New York, Las
Vegas and San Francisco,
playing games mostly on
Thursday nights in October
and November. The championship game will be Nov. 27,
the day after Thanksgiving.
Orlando acquired UFL
rights to Vick in an allocation draft of players not
under contract in the NFL.
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BEN ROETHLISBERGER

AMBRIDGE; PA-- Ben
Roeth!isberger enjoyed a
warm reception from
·Pittsburgh Steelers fans in
his first public appearance
since being named in a civil
lawsuit by a woman who
alleges he sexually assaulted
her.
Filming the first episode of

Shaquille O'Neal's reality
TV show, Roethlisberger
kept things lighthearted and
didn't discuss the allegations.
The two-time Super Bowl
. champion quarterback
appeared loose and playful
at a suburban Pittsburgh
high school field Friday
night in front of an estimated 5,000 that never showed
signs of turning on him after
the accusations aga-i nst him
that came out earlier this
week.
Although he was not available to the
media,
Roethlisberg~r piayed the
part of O'Neal's tongue-incheek sparring 'partner trashing-talking, whoopipg
it up with the crowd, raising
his fist in the air after long
completions and doing fist
pumps while sprinting down
the field after touchdowns.

(813) 248-1921.

McGinest Open
To NFL Return

WILLIE MCGINEST ·

l..OS ANGELES -- Willie
McGinest will consider
playing another NFL season
if he receives an interesting
offer, and he would prefer to
get it from the New England
Patriots.
The 37-year-old McGinest,
the two-time Pro Bowl linebacker who won three Super
Bowls ·with New England,
acknowledged his interest
Saturday
during
the
Hollywood Stars celebrity
softball game at Dodger
Stadium.
McGinest, whose 16 postseason sacks are the most in
NFL history, played the past
three seasons in Cleveland
after 12 years with the
Patriots, who are thought to
be thin at outside linebacker
heading into trqining camp.

Tiuer To Plav
In Buick Open

TIGER WOODS

GRAND BLANC, MI -Tiger woods has decided to
play in the Buick Open as he
prepares for the fi nal major
of the year.
Woods announced last
Thursday that he would ·
return to the Buick Open,
which he has won twice. His
longtime endorsement deal
with Buick ended early last
year, and there were questions whether ·w oods would
play.
Woods did not play the
Buick Invitational at Torrey
Pines earlier this year
because he had not returned
from knee surgery.
The decision nieans
. Woods is likely to play three
straight weeks concluding
with the PGA Championship.
Between the Buick Open and
th~ PGA Championship is the
Bridgestone Invitational at
Firestone, a World Golf
Championship that Woods
has won six times.

O.J Simpson Fears
Saletv In Prison
Incarcerated O.J.
Simpson is living in fear
behind bars because he's
convinced his cellmate is
plotting to kill him. The former football star was sentenced to ~erve at least 15
years in a Nevada prison last
December (o8) after his conviction for armed robbery
relating to a September
2007 sports memorabilia
heist.
He is serving his time at
Lovelock
Correctional
Center as he awaits progress
on his appeal, but according
to a tabloid, Simpson is terrified his cellinate is plotting
to take revenge on him for
the murder of his ex-wife
Nicole Simpson-Brown.
The retired sportsman was
cleared of killing his ex and
her friend Ron Goldman
in 1995, Simpsom is fearful
he will become the target of
a revenge attack.
According to the tabloid,
Simpson has told pals, "My
cellmate is nuts . . He's a
killer, and he hates me. He
told me that he is in prison
for murder and rape, and he
hates my guts because I got

0. J . SIMPSON

away with murdering my exwife.
"He's told me he is going to
strangle me in my sleep the
first chance he gets."
Friends of Simpson are
worried The Naked Gun star
is gradually being driven to
insanity and are concerned
he will not survive his prison
stint.
An insider says, "I think
O.J. is finally losing it. If he
has to stay in prison for a
long time, he won't make it."
Simpson is due back in
court on 3 August when a
judge will decide whether to
grant him bail pending his
appeal

T.O.-Mania Arrives
At Bills Camp
PITTSFORD, NY -Coach Dick J auron was in
the midst of discussing the
electric quality Terrell
Owens' presence brings to
the Buffalo Bills when, as if
on cue, a roar of cheers and
shrieks erupted from the
other side of the field.
The cause of the commotion was Owens, of course.
To the delight of the hundreds offans who had waited after practice , the star
receiver elected to hold an
impromptu autograph session that lasted nearly 25
minutes.
Not that it mattered to
Jauron, who's quickly
grown accustomed to being
upstaged by Owens after
spenqing m~st of his vacation this past month fielding
questions about T.O.
It proved to be a circustype atmosphere. There were
fans who had 'T.O.' painted .
on their chests in Bills colors. Others brought their
popcorn and spilled it on to
the field. Many brought
boxes of the limited edition
'T .O's' breakfast cereal
that's available in local grocery stores. And there was

Terrell Owens got the
royal treatment from fans
on hi,s first day of camp. .

certainly a large amount of
No. 81 jerseys that dotted
the stands.
Sound exciting?
Fans began chanting
"T.O.! T.O.!" the second
Owens was spotted emerging from the locker room to
take the field five minutes
before the start of practice.
They cheered Owen~ every
time he made a catch - and
even the time he didn't after
bobbling a ball out of
bounds. ·
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED

Former Champion
Vernon Forrest Was
FataiiV Shot In Atlanta

VERNON FORREST

ATLANTA - - Vernon
Forrest, a former two-division champion who gained
stardom when he became the
first boxer to defeat Shane
Mosley, was shot to death in
what police are calling an
attempted robbery.
Atlanta police Sgt. Lisa
Keyes said in an e-mail
Sunday that the 38-year-old
Forrest was shot several
times in the back late
Saturday night on a street
just southwest of downtown.
Keyes said there were no suspects.
Fulton County medical
examiner
Michele

Stauffenberg confirmed the
case was a homicide and that
the autopsy showed Forrest
died from "multiple gunshot
wounds involving the torso
and thigh." Keyes said.
Charles Watson, the
boxer's manager, said police
and witnesses told him that
Forrest !iad stopped at a gas
station to put air in his c~r
tire when a man approached
asking for money.
"Somehow, Vernon had
his wall et out and the guy
snatched his wallet and started running," Watson said.
"Vernon pursued after him.
The guy turn ed the corner
and Vernon didn't see him.
He turned around to go back
to the car. That's wh-en he
started firing."
Watson said Forrest's uyear-old godson was with
him, but had gone into the
convenience store and did not
witness the shooting.
Forrest, a native of
Augusta, Ga., who lived in
Atlanta, was a member .of the
1992 Olympic team along
with Oscar De La Hoya.
The popular fighter later won
welterweight and junior middleweight ~itles and compiled
a professional record of 41-3
with 29 knockouts.

Hall 01 Famers
Rickev Henderson
And Jim Rice

NFL Reinstates
VickOn
condhional Basis

MICHAEL VICK

Nearly two years after he
pleaded guilty to a federal
charge of bankrolling a dogfighting operation at a home
he owned in Virginia,
Michael Vick was reinstatr
ed to the National Football
0
League on a conditional
::u
basis, according to an NFL
statement Monday.
en
Michael Vick will be conm
sidered for full reinstatez
-t
ment based on his progress
by the sixth week.
m
Vick "will be considered
':"'
m
for full reinstatement and to
c
play in regular-season
r
r
games by Week 6 based on
-m
Returning by· popular demand as this week's
the progress he makes in his
::t
Beauty Unlimited feature Is Bruni ~ !' special lady
z
transition plan," the statedeserves
special
recog_nitlon,
and
Bruni
has
the
ment said. Week 6 of the
c
honor of being among only a handful of features
.m
NFL season is in October.
r:::::
Vick may participate in
who've returned bec.ause you demanded lt .. en
practices, workouts and
:::z::
Bruni doesn't mind telling you about herself,
m
meetings and may play in
and expects you to pay attention when she's
c
his club's final two preseam
talking. She also enjoys being with her Joyal
_son games under the condi<
m
friends, and tries to associate herself only with
tions of his reinstatement,
::u
positive people doing positive things. When it --<
the league said.
.-t
comes to the man in her life, Bruni said he must
In a letter to Vick, NFL
c:
m
be mature and strong, handsome, and goal-oriCommissioner Roger
en
ented. He also must respect himself and others.
Goodell wrote that his
c
decision regarding full reinCongratulations to Bruni as this week's Beauty
~
statement "will be based on
)>
Unlimited feature.
z
reports from outside profesc
sionals, your probation officer and oth~rs charged with
~
supervising your activiti_es,
c
the quality of your work out~
side football" as wellas factors such as the absence of
any further law enforcement New York Mets' season.
issues.
The Mets placed Sheffield
"This step-by-step
on the 15-day DL.
approach is not meant to be
Sheffield got hurt while
a further punishment and
chasing Yunel Escobar's
should not be viewed as
double . He was placed on
such," Goodell wrote,
the ,DL retroactive to July 18.
according to the NFL.
The 40-year-old Sheffield
"Instead, it is intended to ·
leads the team with 10
maximize the prospect that
homers and is batting .286
you can successfully re~ume
with 36 RBis in 75 games.
your career and your life.
He was signed just before
I believe that a transitionthe start of the season after
al approach with a strong
getting cut by Detroit.
network of support will give
GARY SHEFFIELD
Sheffield was dressed in
you the best opportunity to
his uniform about two hours
manage effectively the variHOUSTON -- Gary
before Saturday's game and
ous issues and.]5 re ss ures- - -sheffielais neaded"to the
told reporters that the Mets
that you will inevitably face
disabled list with a strained
had told him nothing. On ~
in the coming weeks and
right hamstring, addi ng to
the lineup card posted in the C)
months and ea rn your full
th e r as h of substantia l
clubhouse, he was listed as · ~
reinstatement."
injuries that has wrecked the
an available bench player.
U1

..,
~
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,

Mets Put SheHield
on Disabled list ·

New enshrinees Rickey Henderson (left) and Jim Rice share
a laugJl during Sunday's ceremony.

COOPERSTOWN, NY-Whether it was their matching broad smiles, their pair of
newly minted Hall of Fame
plaques shimmering in the
late afternoon sun or their
sizable contingent of family,
friends and fans who beamed
with a heady mixture of joy
and
pride,
Rickey
Henderson and Jim Rice
looked very much alike on
Sunday afternoon.
Yet for the two men who
made up the core of the Hall
Class of 2oo9, when it came
to the playing careers that
w-ere being immortalized
Sunday, they could not have
been more different.

Henderson was a thief, a
speed demon who literally
stole his way into the hearts
of fans across the country,
while suiting up for nine different teams.
Rice was a power hitter, a
menacing presence in the
batter's box who starred for
just
a
single
team .
Henderson was a starring
member of two World Series
winning teams while Rice
lost the only two Fall Classics
he appeared in.
And while they debuted just
a few years apart in th e
1970s, Rice's career was over
by 1989, while Henderson
played another 14 seasons in
the majors.
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Inside Car Dies
In Vero Beach

BuvAHouse
Get AFree Bentlev!
CARDIFF-BY-THE-SEA,
CA --- A Cardiff homeowner
desperate to sell his house has
decided to take a new ap-
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Funeral services for the late
Mr. Otis Wiggins, of 3708
East McBerry Street, will be
held Wednesday, July 29,
2009, at 11 a. m. at Mt. Olive
African Methodist Episcopal
Church, 1902 West LaSalle
Street, with the pastor, Reverend James C. Givins, officiating. Interment will follow
in Rest Haven Memorial
Park Cemetery.
Otis Wiggins was a resident
of Tampa for 63 years, His
employment included 30
years with the railroad.
He was a faithful member
of
Mt.
Olive
African
Methodist Episcopal Church
where he served on the
Usher Board for 45 years
until his health declined.
He leaves to celebrate his
legacy and cherish memories
of him: a loving and devoted
wife, Betty Proctor Wiggins;
four daughters, Glenda Wiggins Washington; Jacqueline
Wiggins-Coleman and husband, Ronald Coleman, Sr.,
all of Tampa; Renaye Wiggins-Montgomery and husband, Kelvin Montgomery of
Atlanta, GA, and Tonja Wiggins-Howard and husband,
David Howard, Sr. of Savannah, GA; stepson, Donald A.
Brown and wife, Annee' ·
Brown; and stepdaughter,
Deborah Randall and husband, Jeffery Randall, all of
Tampa.
He also leaves: six grandchildren, Jamal Otis Washington arid wife, Torrie Lee
Washington, and Ronald
Coleman, Jr. of Tampa,
Thomas Jermaine Gooding
of Ft. Lauderdale, Shay-La
Renaye Gooding of Atlanta,
GA, David Howard, Jr. and
Davontae Howard of Savannah, GA; four step-grandchildren, Kara Brown Joseph
and husband, Marlin Joseph
of Nashville, TN, Matthew ,
Brown of Tampa, Ray Donald Curtis of Seymour Johnson Air Force Base, North
Carolina, and Chanice Nicole
Mack of Tampa.
The remains will repose
from 5-8 p. m. and the family will receive friends at the
wake from 6-7 p . m., Tuesday, July 28, 2009, at Wilson
Funeral Home, 3000 N. 29th
Street.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at 10:45 a.
m . on Wednesday for the funeral services.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www. wilson-funeralhome.com

Sunrise: 12/29/51
Sunset: 7/28/03
Gone from our presence,
but forever in our hearts.
Love, Cynthia and family.
*****
VALERIE SAMM
12/29/51 (Sunrise)
7/28/03 (Sunset)
Jesus said unto her I am
the resurrection and the life;
he that believeth in me,
though he were dead, yet
shall he live.
Carlene and family.

HUBERT GREENE
It has been three years
since you left us. Gone from
our presence, but not from
our hearts. We will always
miss you.
Loving memory. Priscilla,
I'Kyriyal and Sa'niyah

AIKENS

FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Eliza Cotton, Tampa.
Mr. Raymond Malone,
Tampa.
Mrs. Sheila A. Turner,
Tampa.
Mrs. Yolanda Velez,
Tampa.

Stephanie Werking, of Sebastian, is consoled by an
unidentified man as Vero
Beach Police officers investigate the death of her 5-month
old son Gannon Werking,
who was found dead inside a
parked vehicle outside an office building in Vero Beach
on Thursday.
VERO BEACH -An autopsy
is scheduled Friday for a smonth old male infant found
dead inside a hot SUVThursday
evening, said Vero Beach Police
spokesman John Morrison.
Gannon Werking died
Thursday after his mother,
Stephanie Werking of Sebastian, left him inside a parked vehicle, according to a police
department news release.
About 5 p.m . Thursday, a
passerby called 911 when he saw
a woman "screaming hysterically'' in the parking lot of First
United Bank at 17th Street and
Indian River Boulevard, Morrison said.
"The child was obviously deceased at the scene," he said,
adding the cardiopulmonary resuscitation was not performed
on the infant.
The mother arrived at work
about 8:30 a.m. Thursday and
discovered the child in the back
seat of a gray Ford Edge about 5
p.m., police said.
Morrison said the mother
worked inside the building,
which houses other businesses
in addition to the bank. He did
not release which business employed her. Werking has not
been charged as of Thursday
evening.

"We're going to add in a
bonus to the person who buys
the
house,"
said
Bob
Lehman. "We're going to
throw in a dream car."
Dream car is a 2007 Bentley
convertible with fewer than
15,000 miles on it. Lehmen
said it was the first Bentley in
San Diego and he paid more
than $2oo,ooo for it. Now it's
free -- with the purchase of his
home.
He was asking more than
$2,ooo,ooo for the home but
now the asking price has gone
down just under $1.8 million.
The 4,371 square foot home
includes 4 bedrooms, 4-5 bathrooms, an extra-large finished
basement with additional full
kitchen, media room, two-car
garage and covered back patio.
It's very modern with a view of

WASHINGTON--- Trying
to tamp down a national uproar
over race, President Barack
Obama acknowledged Friday
he had used unfortunate words
in declaring that Cambridge,
Mass., police "acted stupidly" in
arresting black scholar Henry
Louis Gates Jr. "I could've
calibrated those words differently," he said.
He stopped short of a public
apology. But the president telephoned both Gates and the
white officer who had arrested
him, hoping to end the rancorous back-and-forth over
what had transpired and what
Pres. Obama had said about
it. Trying to lighten the situation, he said he had invited the
Harvard professor and police
St. James Crowley for "a
beer here in the White House."
Hours earlier, a multiracial

Daniel Hilaire, 10325 N. Armenia Avenue.
Terry J. Jones, 12528 Tinsley Circle.
Ray

Infant Amir Bass, Tampa.
Mr. Willie T. Turner,
Tampa.
WILSON
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Linda Diane Andre,
Tampa.
Jamieson Lamar Lewis,
Jr., Tampa.
Mr. Otis Wiggins, Tampa.

-

.. No<lhem, Ownetw

301 I t , - Avenue • Tompe, FL 33606

Let our fumily take =re ofyour fumily.
"W e a re the key to a fine and quality service"

Ph:

1

253-3419

Fax:

Harmon

~ueF.J';t'

John W . Harmon, L.F.D .
J a m es H a rmon , L . F. D .
5002 N. 40th St.

"Our Business Is Service"

Funeral Home
626-8600

the ocean.
There will be a public open
house on Sunday August 2nd
from Noon to 3 pm . It's located
at 525 Liverpool Drive.
Buy the house, get th e
$200,000 Bentley included.

Obama Invites
Harvard Professor,
Cop To White House

JACKSON
FUNERAL HOME

RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME

s :n HOUSE

FUNERAL HOME

3000 N. 29th Sl *Tampa, FL 33605

(800) 605-3350. (813) 248·6125
www.wilson·funeralhome.com

PRES. BARACK OBAMA
group of police officers had
stood with Crowley in Massachusetts and said the president
should apologize.
It was a measure of the nation's keen sensitivities on matters of race that the fallout from
a disorderly conduct charge in
Massachusetts-and the remarks of America's first black
president about it-had mushroomed to such an extent that
he felt compelled to make a
special appearance at the White
House to try to put the matter
to rest. The blowup had
knocked Pres. Obama offstride just as he was trying to
marshal public pressure to get
Congress to push through
· health care overhaul legislation-and as polls showed
growing doubts about his performance.
The president did not back
down from his contention that
police had overreacted by arresting Gates for disorderly
conduct after coming to his
home to investigate a possible
break-in. He added, though,
that he thought Gates, too, had
overreacted to the police who
questioned him. The charge has
been dropped.

------------------------------------~------~--------~----------------------,~
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Woman Who
Injected Two Others
Pleads Guiltv
On January 29, 2009,
Sharhonda Lindsay, 32,
gave two women injections of
silicone and saline in their
buttocks in an effort to promote cosmetic enh~ent.
Both women, Andrea Lee
and Zakiya Teagle became
ill and suffered sevt\rii' reactions from the injectihris.
Teagle reporte dly complained of back pain and
began throwing up. Lee, who
was put on dialysis with total
ki~ney failure, also suffered
lung damage.
According to reports, Lee
paid $500 for 40 shots, and
Teagle paid $250 for 20
shots. Lee was injected 40
times in a 90-minute span,
and Teagle received her 20
injections during the same
time frame.
On February 11, 2009,
Lindsay turned herself in to
authorities and was charged
with two counts of practicing
medicine without a license.
The charges carried a
possible 5-year jail term.
Appearing in court Monday
after a pre-trial conference
last week, Lindsay accepted
a plea deal in exchange for a
guilty plea which resulted in
her being sentenced to 48
months of probation.
According to Lindsay's
Public Defender , Ronnie
James, the judicial part of
Lindsay's case is over.
"Now, she will be monitored

SHARHONDA UNDSAY

by a probation officer who
will determine when and how
many times she'll have to
report to their office."
In exchange for her guilty
plea, Lindsay also has to pay
restitution to her two victims
and medical staff that totals
almost $500,000. She is also
required to forfeit all medicines and medical equipment
she used in the past.
Assistant State Attorney,
Matthew ·Smith, said
Lindsay and Lee met at the
Hollywood Nights, Strip Club
on Howard Avenue.

.Emplovee Takes
Gun From Robber

StudentsAccused 01
Raping Classmate Await
Coon Appearance
According to the State
Attorney's Office, the status
of Diemante Roberts, 15,
Lee Myers, 14, Randall
Moye, 14, and Raymond
Price-Murray, 14, is still
uncertain as the four stu ~
dents await their next day in
'·
court.
On April 30th, the four
Walker Middle School students were arrested and
charged with sexually
assaulting a 13-year-old
classmate.
According to Hillsborough
County Sheriffs deputies,
the students assault their
classmate using a broomstick and hockey stick.
Deputies said two of the students held down the boy in a
locker room at the school

BRANDON HYMAN

On July 22nd at 10:35
p.m., Tampa Police report
that a man walked into the
Sunoco Gas Station , 11002
North 30th Street, pointed a
-gun at a clerk and demanded
money.
Dean Chatman, 40, an
employee at the station, was
taking out the trash when he
noticed the robber inside .
He went back Into the business, grabbed the suspect

from behind, and put him in
a headlock; wrestling the
gun way from him.
Chatman held the suspect, identified as Brandon
Hyman, 20, while the clerk
called 9-1-1.
When police arrived, they
found Chatman holding the
suspect on the flo ur. He was
arrested without incident
and no one was injured.

LEE

MYERS

while the other two assaulted him. All five students
were members of the
school's flag football team.
According to spokeswoman, Pam Bondi, a lot
of information on the case is
confidential and attorneys
are currently working on the
discovery phase of the trial.
"Nothing has changed as

RANDALL
MOYE

c:
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RAYMOND
MURRAY

far as the charges are concerned, and they are due in
court August 18th for a status and disposition hearing."
All four teenagers will be
tried together on the
charges.
All four are free on bond,
with one student, Randall "TT
Moye, being monitored by
an ankle bracelet.
:!!
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Reward onered
For Arrest 01
Armed Robber
Crime Stoppers is offering
a reward of up to $1,ooo for
information that leads to the
identification and arrest of
the unknown suspect who
robbed Arby's , 5610 East
Fowler Avenue.
On July 2nd, an unknown
Black male entered the
restaurant armed with a gun
and demanding money. The
suspect received cash and
fled on foot.
The suspect is described as
a Black male, 5'8" to 5'10"
tall, and weighing between
150 and 160 pounds.
Temple Terrace Police
believe that the same man
has committed previous robberies at the same.'location
and the Burger King at 5301
East Fowler in the past several months.
Anyone with information
regarding the identity and ·
whereabouts of this suspect
is a sked to call Crime
Stoppers at 1-Soo-873-8477·

DEAN CHATMAN

. .. his heroic act prevented
store from beingrobbed.

DIEMANfE
ROBERTS

!<c..

UNCLE
SANDY
16, 21, 23 Although it
may be very tempting, 5,
10, 18, never bite the hand
that feeds you 8, 14, 34.

m

Third suspect
Charged In
Man's Murder
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TARVIS DAVIS

"TT

::D

ST. PETERSBURG Mario Tomlinson, 23, was
shot and killed January
2009 during an attempted
home invasion robbery.at his
home. Several witnesses
identified' Tarvis M. Davis,
20 , as t he· shooter, and he
has been ~ha~ed with firstdegree mqrder.
Torrren McKinney, 22,
and Derek Greene , 20,
were previously arrested and
charged with first-degre e
murder for their participation in the murder.
Detectives said McKinney
was the mastermind behind
the robbery, and Davis was

i5
~

DEREK GREENE

the getaway driver.
Detective said there is a
fourth suspect still being
sought in the murder.
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Case No.: 09-11582
Division: J

Case No.: 09-12453
Division: J

TINA LOUISE HARRELL
Petitioner
And
DEL\iiN WAYNE HOWETH, JR.
Respondent

LEROY DAYLE
Petitioner
And
PAULINE I. DAYLE
Respondent

TO: Delvln Wayne Howeth, Jr.
5210 N. 17"' Sl Lot 12
Tampa, FL 33610

~
cCJ)
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA

NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

<(

::>

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA

YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against you
and that you are required to
serve a copy of your written
defenses, if any, to it on TINA
LOUISE HARRELL, whose
address is 3210 E. Genesee
Street Tampa. FL 33610 on or
before Aygust 17. 2009, and file
the original with the clerk of this
Court at 800 East Twiggs
Street. Room 101. Tampa. FL
33602 or p.o. Box 3450.
Tampa. Florida 33601-4358,
before service on Petitioner
or immediately thereafter. If
you fail to do so, a default may
be entered against you for
the relief demanded in the
petition .
Copies of all court documents in this case, Including
orders, are available at the
Clerk of the Circuit Court's
office. You may review these
documents upon request.

You must keep the Clerk of
the Circuit Court's office
c notified of your current
0:: address. (You may file Notice
0 of Current Address, Florida
..J Supreme Court Approved
LL
Family Law Form 12.915.)
· Future papers In this ·lawsuit
will be malted to the address
on record at the clerk's office.
CJ)

<(

WARNING: Rule 12.285,
Florida Family Law Rules of
Procedure, requires certain
automatic disclosure of
documents and information.
Failure to comply can result In
sanctions, including dismissal
or striking of pleadings.
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES. If you are a
· · person with disability who
needs any accommodation in
or:der to participate in this
proceeding, you are entitled,
; at no cost to you, to
the provision of certain
assistance. Please contact the
Court Administrator's A .D.A.
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040,
800 E. Twiggs St., ~oom 600,
Tampa, FL 33602, within
2 working days of your receipt
of this notice. If you are
hearing or voice impaired call
1-800-955-8771.

·a·

Dated Jyly 7. 2009.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
By: /s/ CHARLENE DAVIS
DEPUTY CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
NORTH CAROLINA,
COUNTY OF
MECKLENBERG
DISTRICT COURT
DIVISION

CASE NO.: 09-CVD-9457 .

NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

Digna Roura
(Plaintiff)
vs.
Margarita Roura and
Colin Connelly
(Defendants)

TO: Pauline I. Dayle
786A Lenox Road PVT
Brooklyn, NY 11203
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against
you and that you are required
to serve a copy of your written
defenses, if any , to it on
LEROY DAYLE, whose address
is ·8509 Wakulla Drjye. Temple
Terrace. FL 33637 on or before
Aygyst 24. 2009, and file the
original with the clerk of this
Court at 800 East Twiggs Street,
Room 101 , Tampa, FL 33602 or
P.O. Box 3450, Tampa , Florida
33601-4~58, before service
on Petitioner or immediately
thereafter. If you fail to do so, a
default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded in
the petition.
Copies of all court documents in this case, including
orders, are available at the
Clerk of the Circuit Court's
office. You may review these
documents upon request
You must keep the Clerk of
the Circuit Court's office notified of your current address.
(You may file Notice of Current
Address, Florida Supreme
Court Approved Family Law
Form 12.915.) Future papers in
this lawsuit will be mailed to
the address on record at the
clerk's office.
WARNING: Rule 12.285,
Florida Family Law Rules of
Procedure, requires certain
automatic disclosure of
documents and information.
Failure to comply can result in
sanctions, including dismissal
or striking of pleadings.
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES. If you are
a person with a disability who
needs any accommodation in
order to participate in this
proceeding, you are entitled,
at no cost to you, to the provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Court
Administrator's
A.D.A .
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040,
800 E. Twiggs St., Room 600,
Tampa, FL. 33602, within
2 (two) working days of your
receipt of this notice. If you
are hearing or voice impaired
call 1-800-955-8771.

PUBLIC NOTICE

DIVISION OF STATE OF

The Hillsborough County Aviation Authority (Authority) hereby
announces its intent to adopt a proposed Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise (DBE) goal for U . S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) funded contracts for ,fiiscal Year 2010 of
15.34% in accordance with 49 CFR Part 2?;, ~he federally funded
projects for Fiscal Year 2010 are: #5 ~ ~ 10 - Ticket and
Baggage Claim Curbside Modernization; #5220 10- Airfield and
Roadway Rehabilitation (Tampa lnternati ..nal Airport); #5305
10 - RPZ Tree Trimming (Tampa Executive Airport); #5610
10 - Rehabilitate Hangar A, B and C Taxilanes and Terminal
Apron (Plant City Airport).
For further information contact:
Cheryl L. Hawkins, DBE Program Manager
Hillsborough County Aviation Authority
P. 0. Box 22287
Tampa, FL 33622-2287
Phone: (813) 870-8738
Fax: (813) 870-7868
Email: CHawkins@TampaAirport.com

NOTICE OF SERVICE
OF PROCESS BY
PUBLICATION
TO: Margarita Roura
and Colin Connelly

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY
By: /s/Loyjs E. Miller
Louis E. Miller, Executive Director

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE
NOTICE that a Pleading seeking relief against you has been
filed . The nature of the relief
being sought is as follows:
Plaintiff is seeking
PERMANENT CUSTODY OF

Avon Representatives

THE MINOR CHILD, OLIVIA

Needed All Areas!

VALENTINA ROURA. born to

Call 813-832-4282

Margarita

Roura

and

Colin Connelly, in the city of
Tampa, State of Florida, on

Or E-mail
AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

Information And
Referral Specialist
Visit Our Website At
www.AgingFiorida.com
ADAIEOE/DFWP

July 3. 2004.
YOU ARE REQUIRED to

TAMPA BAY WATER
SR. APPLICATIONS DEVELOPER

make defense to such pleading
no later than the

.111b. of

August. 2009, said date being
40

days

from

the

first

publication of this notice. Upon
your failure to do so the party
seeking service against you will
apply to the court for the relief
sought.
This the 1.§1b. day of
July. 2009.

By: /s/ DIGNA ROURA
1410 Sansberry Road
Charlotte, NC 28262
Plaintiff

TAMPA BAY WATER is currently accepting applications
for a Senior Applications Developer. Position is
responsible for providing technical and analytical expertise
in all assigned areas of information management. Salary
commensurate with experie_nce. Position scheduled to start
on or after October 01, 2009. No relocation :assistance. , For
complete job description .and employmerif ap plicatior't 1visit
our website at www.tampabaiwater,org. No telephone calls
please . Appl ications accepted until August 31, 2009.
Mail applications to Tampa Bay Water (Attn: .. HR)
2575, Enterprise Rd, Clearwater, FL 33763 or fax to
(727) 791-2339. We hire only y.s. citizens and lawfully
authorized alien workers. EOE. V.P. Resumes without
completed applications will not be considered.

'

Dated July 16. 2009.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
By: /s/ SHARON D. DALE
DEPUTY CLERK

Contact LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified Or Legal Advertisement
In The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Email Your Ad To: ledwards@flsentinel.com
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
FAMILY LAW DIVISION

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT, IN AND
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
Case No.: 09-DR-10427
Division: J

IN RE: The Marriage of
FREDERICK PARRILLA
Petitioner/Husbambl
· T~'
and
IRIS L. ALVAREZ P~~ : LLA
Respondent/WI~I c

ANTONIO M. SMITH
Petitioner
and
TRACY C. SMITH
Respondent

NOTICE OF ACTIO~ fOR
DISSOLUTION 6 F
MARRIAGE

NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

' To: Iris L. Alvarez Parrilla
Address : Residence Unknown
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against
you and that you are required
to serve a copy of your
written defenses, if any , to it
on WILLYE MALVEAUX DENT.
ESQUIRE.
Attorney
for
Petitioner/Husband, whose
address is 5328 Van Dyke
Road. Lutz. FL 33658 on or
before August 24. 2009, and file
the original with the clerk of this
Court at 800 East Twiggs Street,
Room 101 , Tampa, FL 33602 or
P.O. Box 3450, Tampa, Florida
33601-4358, before service
on Petitioner or immediately
thereafter. If you fail to do so, a
default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded in
the petition.
Copies of all court documents in this · case, including
orders, are available at the
Clerk of the Circuit Court' s
office. You may review these
documents upon request
You must keep the Clerk of
the Circuit Court's office
notified of your current
address. (You may file Notice
of Current Address, Florida
Supreme Court Approved
Family Law Form 12.915.)
Future papers In this lawsuit
will be mailed to the address
on record at the clerk's office.

Daycare Seeking
CDA Worker

Case No.: 09-DR-006853
Division: D

~ ~ c'

Be A Part Of An
Excellent Childcare Team

YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against
you and that you are required
to serve a copy of your
written defenses, if any , to it
on Antonio M. Smith, whose
address is 7319 Sequoia Drive,
Temple Terrace, FL 33637 on
or before August 31, 2009, and
file the original with the clerk of
this Court at 800 East Twiggs
Street, Room 101, Tampa , FL
33602 , before service on
Petitioner .or immediately
thereafter. If you fail to do so, a
default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded in
the petition.
·
Copies of all court documents in this case, Including
orders, are available at the
Clerk of the Circuit Court's
office. You may review these
documents upon request
You must keep the Clerk of
the Circuit Court's office
notified of your current
address. (You may file Notice
of Current Address, Florida
Supreme Court Approved
Family Law Form 12.915.)
Future papers In this lawsuit
will be mailed to the address
on record.at the clerk's office.

Oil

Firm

As

A

Local

Agent And Earn More .
Job Requirements : Good
English , Internet Access Any
Previous

Working

Experience

Could

Only $405.00/Monthly!

Homes And Apartments

5% Down 15 Years

New Paint, Ceramic Tile,

At8% APR

Carpet, CHA, WDH ,
Section 8 Ok

Ext H489
(813) 949-3482

4 Bedroom/2 Yz Bath
ALL NEW!
$159K Or Best Offer

1028 East MLK Blvd.
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath ,
Apartment
CHA, V\/DH
Owner Pays Water

.,r-

$700.00/Monthly

Call Cruz Trademarks
813-221-4457

No Deposit

0

::!:!

Also Available

c

>

3/2 & 4/2

An Advantage.

CJ)

m

Section 8 Accepted

Applicants Should Send
Their Resume To
Jason Wheller Email
jasonwheller27@gmail.com

For More Info

Town-N-Country Area

z
z
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Call (813) 453-0123

m
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m

Complex Amenities

c:

rr:::!

Included

m

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Condo

z
c:

$725.00/Monthly

Move In Specialst

"tJ

3-4 Bedrooms Homes

m
rc;;

2 Bedroom/2 Bath Condo
$750.00

First Time
Home Buyer Seminar

David Phethean, Realtor

Thursday - July 30th

SA Hahla ERnaftnl

. 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
30 ppl Occupancy
RSVP By: July 27th

(813) 936-8810

From, _$70q.OO/Monthly!

::1:

m

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

Temple Terrace Area

East Seminole
Heights Area

2 Bedroom/1.5 Bath

Large Concrete Block

-4
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Townhome, WDH

Home - 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Patio, Complex Amenities

www .myfinancialconnections.com

2 Car G~rage, Like New

$750.00/Monthly

$1380/Monthly

Busch Area

$500/Deposit

2 Bedroom/1 Oath

Utility Shed, CHA, WDH

Apartment - WDH

Appliance Included

$650.00/Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

David Phethean, Realtor
(813) 936-8810
Se Habla Espaftol

Jeflis Property
Management
813-293-2677 .

Dated July 21, 2009.

Only $215.00/Monthly!

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$120k Or Best Offer

(813),984-9201 ' ',_

Q )~1. 3-93~~81 _1 -

3/2 $199.00/Monthly!

4 Bedroom

•-l

5% Down 15 Years
@8%

Listings 800-366-9783
Ext5490

CLASSI.FIED ADVERTISEMENT· RATE·'·

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition .. .... Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition .... ... Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.

EMAIL

ledwar~s@flsentinel.com

OR FAX 2417 TO: (813) 248-9218
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Last Month

HUD Homes!
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Appraised At $166k

$8.00 -1-20 WORDS AND.50¢ FOR EACH
·ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EAGH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

c
~
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(813) 984-4600

CallY & V Now
(813) 259-4663

207 Kings Row
Seffner, FL

c.o

Fenced , No Pets

Be

Call Cruz Trademarks
813-221-4457

By: /s/ SHARON D. DALE
DEPUTY CLERK

N
0
0

Communication Skills In

NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES . If you are
a person with a disability who
needs any accommodation In
order to participate In
this proceeding, you are
entitled, at no cost to you,
to the provision of certain
assistance. Please contact the
Court Administrator's A.D.A.
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040,
800 E. Twiggs St, Room 600,
Tampa, FL 33602, within
2 (two) working days of your
receipt of this notice. If you
are hearing or voice Impaired
call1-800-955-8771.

By: /s/ SHARON D. DALE
DEPUTY CLERK

2, 3, 4 Bedroom

Get That Perfect Part Trme

NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES.
If
you
are~ a
person
with
a
dls ~ blllty who.::f'n eeds any
accommodation In order to
participate In this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost' to
you, to the provision of
certain ass istance. Please
contact
the
Court
Administrator's
A.D.A.
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040,
800 E. Twiggs St., Room 600,
Tampa, FL 33602, within
2 (two) working days of your
receipt of this notice. If you
are hearing or voice Impaired
call1-800-955-8771.

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

$32,4001

Brandon Beauty!
1637 Crossridge Dr
Brandon,FL 33510

WARNING: Rule 12.285,
Florida Family Law Rules of
Procedure, requires certain
automatic disclosure of
documents and Information.
Failure to comply can result In
sanctions, Including dismissal
or striking of pleadings.

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

N
00

Bank Foreclosure!

Listings 800-366-9783

WARNING: Rule 12.285,
Florida Family Law Rules
of P,rocedure, requires certain
automatic disclosure of documents and Information.
Failure to comply can result In
sanctions,
Including
dismissal or striking of
pleadlogs.

Dated Jyly 17, 2009.

EBPM Corporation

Please Stop By The
Center For An Application
2801 East 17th Street
Please See Ms. Renee
Or Call (813) 248-5516

Paying Job Working For An
TO: Tracy C. Smith
ADDRESS: 7008 N. Palmetto
Ln. Temple Terrace, FL 33637
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5 Bedroom/3 Bath
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Homes For Rent

Move In Specials!

Tampa Home For Rent

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

1-2 Bedrooms Homes

3 Bedrooms/2 Battis

And 3 Bedroom/2 Bath

From $500.00/Monthly!

2609 Genessee Street
Section 8 OK

Call (813) 833-1674

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

3106 17th Street

3841 E. Osborne Avenue

Section 8 Approved

Call Leib Or Denise
At (813) 689-6595
1401 E. Linebaugh
(Near Nebraska/Linebaugh)

4 Bedroom/2 Bath House

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

CHAIWDH

$950.00/Monthly

$1 ,000.00/Monthly

a::u.. ·

Plus Deposit

$950.00/Deposit
No Section 8

Central Air Condition/Heat

Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 210-5102

$650.00/Monthly
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Lisa (813) 728-3860
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MacDill & Spruce
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West Tampa

w

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
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$500 Deposit
Section 8 OK
Call V& V Now

4 Bedroom/1 Y:z Bath

Very Large Fenced Lot

Tile Floors Throughout

Two Utility Rooms

Home, Fenced

Section 8 Only

$850.00/Monthly

Available Now

Section 8 Accepted

(813) 240-8108

Section 8 Rental
Progress Village
8315 Allamanda Avenue

Newly Renovated

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
CHA, WDH
Section 8 Welcome

A/C, Fenced, Carport
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Availabh~

Call (813) 994-6627

Now

$650.00/Deposit
$750.00/Monthly
Call Ed (727) 542-7283
- Roomy 4 Bedroom!

Phone (813) 690-2833
Or (813) 833-1953

10017 North 24th Street

$900.00/Monthly

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 610-4518

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

(813) 259- 4663
www.myfinancialconnections.com

3 iBedroom/1 Bath Home

Progress Village
4905 South 86th Street

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath, CHA
Washer/Dryer Included
$1 ,000.00/Monthly

Rentals Available
Clean And Remodeled.
Section 8 ~ccepted
Low Depos.its
Availaole In
Tampa And St Petersburg
Call 813-839-8968
YborCity

3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1 ,200.00/Deposit
Section 8 OK

Available August 1st
Newer 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Block t:fon:te
Tile & Carpet Throughout
Dishwasher/Wash~rroryer
r-·~·..,

.. -.;

· _ Hookup .

Call (813) 735-1420

CaiiV & VNow
(813) 259-4663
www.myfinanclalconnedions.com

Progress VIllage
7901 Dahlia

. Energy Effl6ientl

3 Bedrooml1 Bath

This Won't Last!!

Central Heat/Air

Section 8-0k

Fenced Yard

Bad Credit Okl!

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Free Application

$900:00/Month

WwvJ.jinir~nts.com

$700.00/Security

Phone - 813/ 353-0220

Call (813) 610-8062

3201 North 45th Street
4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1 ,200.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable
Available Now
(813) 735-5295
Darrel Hall
(813) 713-4055
(813) 770-2003

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS •.•.. EMPLOYMENT

HUD Homes!

HOMES FOR SALE/RENT

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

. . . APARTMENTS
DUPLEXES

•••....• ROOMS FOR RENT

$199.00/Monthly!
4 Bedroom Only .

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

$215.00/Monthlyl

LEASE OPTIONS ETC.

5% Down 15 Years@ 8%

ADVERTISE IT IN THE FLORIDA

Listings 800-366-9783

SENTINEL BULLETIN

Ext. 5649

Contact LaVORA@ (8~3) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified Or Legal
Advertisement In The Florida Sentinel Bulletin

4 Bedrooms/2 Bath
CHA, Washer/Dryer
Fenced Yard
With Storage
3621 North 22nd Street
$900.00/Rent
$500.00/Deposit
(813) 244-9335
8534 Gold Ridg8Circle
Clair Me
Section 8 Wetfome
4 Bedroom/2 Bath
WDH, CHA
Huge 1;3ackyard
$1 ,200.00/Monthly
+Security
. Call (813) 630-3030

SECTION 8 (2 UNITS)

Busch Garden Area

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartments
$825.00/Monthly
Includes WSG
Non-Smokers
Near t;:verything

Nice 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Carpet, New Paint
$600 Monthly + Deposit
Includes Water
Sec8 Welcome

4 Bedroom/3 Bath
HUD Homes!
5% Down 15 Years
@8%APR
For Listings
· 800-366-9783 Ext 5492
2 Bedroom Ar;»artment
Very Clean
Tile And Carpet
Burglar Bars
$65.000/Monthly
Plus/Deposit
Call (813) 391-7046

Call813-239-6199
Ybor City
2910 East Columbus
212 Apartment- $850.00
With Washer/Dryer ·
Updated, Very Nice
Section 8.Welcome
Jacob Real Estate, Brkr.
(813) 258-3200

2 Bedroom - No Dogs
$499.00 Move In Special
No Deposit Water &
Garbage Included
MLK&34th

Florlbraska & Mitchell
·.,
(Near 1-275)
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$500.00/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Contact Jackie
(813) 404-3758

· 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments
Starting At $500.00
Tile Floors
Walk In Closet

Call
813-975-0258
Regency Palms
Apartments

(813) 310-9660
Sulphur Springs
Apartment

Call813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

Call (813) 810-7725
Or (813) 996-7725
Cinnamon Cov.Apartrnents ·
12401 N.15th Street ·
Starting At $425.00
qn-Site Laundry And
Convenient To Everything
Call (813) 971-5254

Grant Park Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
Central A/C, WDH
$700.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
Phone (813) 325-8387

Under New Mgmt!
1-2 Bedrooms
Starting At $650
H20 Included!
Move In Specials!!

... . 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, No Pets
$575.00 - $600.00/Monthly
Water Included

Call (347) 825-2230
Tampa Heights

Call813-417-4958

Grant Park Apartment
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Central Heat And Air
Only $700.00/Monthly
No Security Deposit
For Section 8

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
CHA, WDH
Near Everything

Call510-366-4600

Adult Community .
Drug Free
$215.00/Monthlyl

Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

Ybor
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
A/C, Private Porch
Covered Parking
Section 8 OK
1006 E. Columbus Drive
$600-$650.00/Monthly
Includes Water
$500.00/Deposit
(813) 245-1998
SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
· ADVERTISERS

Sulphur Springs Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
$675.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 335-0076
Or (813) 885-5226
College Hill Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Central A/C
2617 E. 32nd Ave. Apt B
$650/$300 Security
Section 8 OK

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Rooms, WDH/A/C
$600.00/Monthly
Water Included
+Deposit
Call (813) 224-9040
Nice Area
Section 8 Only
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
0 Deposit
(813) 789-3879
Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
W/D Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$600.00 /Monthly
$600.00 Deposit
Call310-922-5957
Duplex Apartment
For Rent west Tampa
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
No Pets - Non Smokers
$500.00/Monthly
$350.00/Security Deposit
Call (8~3) 933-6825 Local
Or (863) 324-0214
Long Distance

'

813 626-8208
Grant Park ·
3421 Whltter S.t reet
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
CHAIWDH
$650.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted

Duplex -.North Tampa
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Tile Throughout, CHA
All Appliances Included
$700.00/Month'ly
$400.00/0eposit
Available Now
Section 8 OK

Lisa (813) 728-3860
Phone(813)917-0645

8721 12th Street
Sulphur Springs
2 Bedroom/1 Bath.Duplex
$550. 00/Mont~ly
WID Hook-up
Section 8 Welcc;>me

N

0
0

CD

Phone (813) 451-17!6
(813) 264-0698
Section 8 .Rental
2 Bedroom Duplex
Washer/Dryer And .
Water Included
1 Bedroom Voucher
Accepted
$650.00/Monthly
Call 813-956-5607
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3634 Northbay Street
Nice Rooms For Rent
All Utilities And Cable
. Included
Call (813) 217-2462
East Tampa Area
Ro~ms

For Rent
Clear1 And Drug Free .
Please Call
(813) 597-5221
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Ybor City And
West Tampa
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Furnished Room For Rent
Clean, On Bus Line
. C
$9~. 00 & Up
~
a!
Section 8 OK
C·
' (813) 625-2061 . ) ..

~

Under New Management
Gann & Gann Rentals
Room For Rent
One Person Only
Phone Charles
(813T 229-8696
(813) 373-2515
(813)' 373-2514 "
806 E. Florlbraska
Tampa, FL

Sulphur Springs
Section 8 Welcome
3 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
Central A/C
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$800.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiabl.e
Phone (813) 728-7510

fOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
ACCEPTS VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS,
MASTERCARD, AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE
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Rooms For Rent

::J

Single Individuals
Preferred
$125.00/Weekly
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Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information
Furnished Rooms
For Rent
Single Occupancy
Strictly No
Drug Activity Allowed
Call (813) 965-5931
Or (813) 247-3581

Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

1000 East 26th Avenue

Complete Air Conditioning
& Heating Service
On All Makes And Models

Please Call (813) 494-3343

2513 Spruce Street
$125.00 Moves You In

Call (813) 620-1866

$1 00. 00/Weekly
Males Preferred
NO DRUGS

Tarpley's AIC
(813) 238-7884 .
(S13) 541-5010 (Cell)

Call (813) 872-7514
Leave A Message

Sales & Service
New & Used A/C's
Financing Available
On Time Service

Fixed Income
Room Special

Lie# FHC4311963

Call (813) 516-1559
Or (813) 690-3320

R.B (813) 770-2025
Near DowntowniBusline

Room For Rent
Hillsborough & Himes
A/C, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds
Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit
$110.00 And Up Weekly

And Drug Free
(813) 493-2401

DNA Testing

Junk Cars
We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

$5001 Police Impounds!

Paternity Test
We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans
24-Hour Service
Monday - Saturday

Honda's, Chevy's
Acura's Toyota's, Etc.
From $500!

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753

LIC# CAC181530
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Ybor City Area
West Tampa
South Of 1-275
.Near Armenia
Furnished
$100.00- $125.00/Weekly
Includes All Utilities
Cable & Personal Fridge
Call (813)

A/C, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds,
. Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
$85.00 Deposit

$0 Down!

Breaker Panels
And Receptacles
ights, Outlets
Service Upgrades

813 598 4262

Police Impounds

Twin

$60.00

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00
$110.00 & Up

King

$150.00

Call (813) 310-0991

"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And Clean-Up
Phone (813) 245-9761

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148
Lie #ER13013733

Da Brown's & Williams'
Enterprises
(813) 516-2008

For Rent
Small Offices

Cable And A/C

No Hidden·- CHARGES!

813-431-1310

(813) 478-1286

Call (813) 325-4330

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1-3 Rooms
ONLY- $24.95

Cail V & V Now
(813) 259~ 4663
www.myfinancialcorinections.com

Remodeling, Roofs,
Drywalls, Painting, Hauling,
Cleanups, Landscaping
Sodding, Trees
Sprinklers Etc.
Residential & Commercial
l::lc #CRC1328755

Furnished, CHA
WID, Cable
All Utilities Paid
Next To Bus Lines
Quiet Neighborhood
$120.00/Weekly
Private Entrance

Small Room
$115.00/Weekly
$470.00/Monthly

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
For FREE!
7 Days A Week

$450.00 A Month
Water, Electric &.
Internet Included

Beds

Bunk Beds
Busch Gardens Area
Plant City
Fair Grounds

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1,500.00

36 Months @ 8.5% APR

Rivergrove Bungalow
Furnished Room For Rent
Private Entrance
Private Bath, Cable
Kitchenette, Utilities
No Pets, No Drugs
$525.00/Monthly

784~339

Residential And
Electrical Service

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext K456

. Call (813)

(813) 695-2438

For Free Info
Call813.389.0860

Call 813-779-0375

(813) 234-9102

Large Room
$125.00/Weekly
$500.00/Monthly

Cash For Clunkers
Free Government Vouchers
$3,500.00 To $4,500.00

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!

$100.00 And Up Weekly

2709 17th Street North

Now Servicing Nationwide
1 ~88-651-5777

Free Get A New Car Now!

Rooms For Rerit
2 Bathrooms,
Large Kitchen
Patio/Parking Available
$75.00 - $1 00.00/Weekly
Deposit Negotiable

545~074

Room For Rent
Central @ 1-275

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

~nmmo~>r~i:al ~nmnlo~>tlll

813 598 4262

Windows, Doors, Tile,
Wood Floors, Drips,
Unclog Drains, Hot Water
Heaters, Tubs, Toilets
Roofing, Drywall,
Remodeling And
Room Addition

Em~~'iJ 1 ~ (813) 417-5863

Dlmservices91 @yahoo.com

Clean, Quiet
Large, Furnished Rooms
Washer/Dryer, CHA
Cable, Phone
Must Have Job

A-1 Maintenance

(813) 829-6337

$350.00/Month
Includes All Utilities
Washer And Dryer
On Premises
Call Annie (813) 247-1844

Enrollment Special
$100.00
Infants- 12 Years Old
6:00a.m. -6:00p.m.
Meals & Snacks Provided

LIC #CAC 1814465

Rooms For Rent
Clean, Quiet
Air Conditioned
Older Adults Preferred
$400.00/Monthly

Ola Barnum Gimblet
Family Daycare

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LA VORA
@ (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON
PLACING YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT

Up To 3 Months
Rent- Free
864 Square Feet
Commercial Space
For Barber Shop Or Retail
For Person With
Solid Business Plan
May H~lp Finance
Some Fixtu·res
Rent Negotiable
2409 East Lake Avenue
Space#B
(813) 238-6353
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Not Selling???
Try Renting!!!

Miaos Short Hair
Miaos Long Hair

We Can Rent Your Home
In The First 30 Days!

Kinky Twists

Call V & V Now
(813) 259-4663

$65
$85
$65

Box Plaits

$40

We<Nes

$45

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

www.myfinancialconnections.com

Jammin Braids
SummerTime
Back To School Deals

Da Brown's Enterp ris~s
·
(813) 516-200 un

Body Plaits, Twists, Bobs

Remodeling, Roofs, D , · lis,

Micros, Conrows

Painting, Hauling, Cleanups,
Landscaping Sodding, Trees,
Sprinklers, Etc.
Residential & Commercial

Everything Under A $100.00
Rho (239) 910-8218

Sister Grace

Strip w/Lashes $5.00
Individual w/Lashes $15.00
Eyebrow Arching $5.00

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling
Cheapest Rates
No Job Too Big
Or Small Including
Furniture Removal

Rho (239) 910-8218

Tuesday - Thursday
Specials

Sister Dora

Recording Studio

Mohawks $45.00

Helps All Problems

Pro Tools, Nuendo, Etc.
Demos, Albums, Vocals,
Music Beats All Digital Tracks

Up Do $50.00

Removes Bad Luck

Ocean Waves $45.00

Evil, Reunites Lovers

27 Piece Quick Weave
Walk-l.ns Welcome

....
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Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees
If You Receive
Free School Lunch
Food Stamps, Medicaid
Public Housing
SSI, Section 8
(TANF), (LHEAP) .

.Are You Sick, Worried
Need Help?
Do You Have Bad Luck?
Call Now I Have The Power
To Bring Any Lost Love
And The Ability To Remove
Bad Luck And Voodoo
Guaranteed Results
24 Hours Or Less
Also Available Juju Bags
Gives Lucky
Lottery Numbers

Pony Tail $40.00

Record On Your Schedule!
(813) 410-2271

~

N

(813) 285-4674

Sister Faith

Solo (813) 244-1899

With A Style

c

Phone (813) 506-9239

$45.00
$50.00
$75.00
$120.0.0
$100.00

Dreads
Natural Twists
Sew-Ins
Micros
Kinky Twist

Free Hairlll
@ Salon Rochelle
(813) 965-0485

Lie #CRC1328755

c...

Eyelashes

Trash Cleanup

Lucky Numbers

Call813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road & Faulkenburg
Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

Call For Immediate Help
(813) 319-4254

By Phone 1-800-780-4772
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"W'HIDDEN BROWN P.L.
ATTORNEYS

Ar

LAW

MIAMI - TAMPA
Bond i\1'otlons
l'•·obation Vloiat1ons
D1·ug Offen,.s
t'I'3UIVTh~ft

Criminal Defense &
p
IJ .
ersona DJUI")' .

HomlcldciVIolcnl Crime
Sex Offen,.s
(813)
DVI/Bl:I

t~1f'

2 72 - 22

OO

Aut'oAcddl'IIls
Motorcycle Accidents
no~tlngAt,cldents

Wrongt'ul De:~tb ClalmN

State & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michi9an State University
* All Job-Related InJuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
·
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C. I Race Discrimination

------
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Clt\RLES GREENE"\
. \ttomt·~

At Lm

Bond tvfotions
Felony · Misdemeanors
Traffic· Warrants · VOP
Personal lnjmy

FREE CONSULTATION!

apter 7 Ligui
W!pe Out Bad Debt!

Get Rid Of:
1. Ju(;igments
2 . Liens
3. Bills
4. Unsecured Debts
$500.00' Pius Filing fees & Costs
FREE CONSULTATION ·

·
Caii'(S:Ul 223-1200 Tampa
(727)'209"08l 4 Clearwat~r/St. Pete

~

c
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(Except For Pure Title VII Cases)

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL. 33602

,. Free lnfl'nl kltitm Cl'Hccming Qualiticatit'llS & Expt:ricuce Available Up(lu Rcqua;t. The Hiring Of
An Attomey Is An hnp0rt:u11 Decision That Shoulrl Nor Be IJa.o;ed $(I! ely Upon Advertisements. Bef(.lre You
Ask Us Tt' Send \\'11 Free Wri«en [nfl'nnatiC'1t.
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Madison Street* Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602
At: www.FORDLAWFIRM.ORG (fo rmer U.S. Army JACC Attorney)
dedsion

upon .lde~ rli seJlldiiS. Ddore you decide. ask us to

LAW OFFICE OF CHE LOPARDO, P.A.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW- TAMPA, FLORIDA

FELONY • TRAFFIC • DUI • MISDEMEANOR
BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 • VOP $249 to $949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

(813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD
The h1ring cf an attCfney is an important dectsion thal sho~:ld net be based sole~/ upon advertisements

Before you dec:de, ask us to sen(j you free WTitten ir.formation about our qualifications cmd experience.

..._ 3111 W. MLKSte.
100 Tampa. FL
1&)1

k.mi!J

(813) 774-1800
chuckgn::.:.. ne@hotnJail.com

~1 ~?.Jo~o~ /!''ira~~~ ~~~n~g;~~

menls. Before ~u decide, as~ us lo send you
FREE wrillen Information aboul qualificatiOns
and experience!
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• National Criminal Defense College
• Florida Assoc.Criminal Defense Lawyers
, National Assoc . Criminal Defense Lawyers
Practice Federal And State Courts 'Over 20 Years Experience'

Bond Reduction Hearings • Felonies And Misdemeanors
Serious Drug Offenses: Aggressive Motion Practice
Constitutional Violations • DUI Defense/Traffic Charges • Violation Of Probation &
Community Control • Arrest Warrants • Seal Or Expunge Criminal History

Arrested and Concerned
About Your
Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253
1'~\ill,'ilt

\\i1h
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Pi.n:' .\, .nl.-1-!c

J CRl Dll CJ llt' l-..

~ BOARD CERTIFIED EXPERT CRIMINAL TRIAL ATTORNEY

277-0068

(813-835-5563)

!law. com

Email :

~

Auto Accidents
Hurt At Work
Slip And Fall
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We Can Help You
With It Ail!

"CALL RICKY"
AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY
jiiijiiiijiiijjiiiiil
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A Medical And
Lawyer Refenal Service.

813-Tell-Joe

300 N. FRANKLIN ST.• TAMPA, FL 33602 • SERVING BAY AREA COUNTiES

1

Don't Ask!
Just Tell Joe!!

Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24 Hrs./Day • FREE Consultation

H.illsborough County
(813) 391-2493

We'll Get You
Cash For Life ...
Free Transportation

Polk County
328 Dorsett Avenue
(863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
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REEVES BU1LD1NQ, PlUMB1NG_
& ROOF1NG COa"TRACTOR
• COMMERCIAL
·ROOFING
·REMODELING
• REPAIR
•HOME
REHABILITATION

• RESIDENTIAL
·PLUMBING
•ADDITIONS
·CONCRETE
SLABS

For All Your Construction Needs ...
· · Call Reeves
·

813-238-6197

All .IRS Matters
Over 20 Years Experience
Do Not Face The IRS Alone

R. E. Mcintosh, L.LC
Enrolled Agent

I Act As
Your Power OfAttorne.v
And
FVill Negotiate For }ou To
· Stop Liens And Le1~vs
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